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Abstract

The Ethics ofBeliefis William K. Clifford's attempt to demonstrate that although

one may be morally responsible for their actions, one is also morally responsible for the

formation of one's beliefs which gives rise to those actions. For Clifford one is morally

responsible for one's beliefs due to their universal duty to question all that one believes. I

argue that Clifford's rnain thesis is inadequate because it is fundamentally impossible to

test all that we believe and therefore we cannot have a universal duty to question all that

we believe. It is my contention that an ethic of belief is saved when we recognize that

there is a central moral virtue of trust inherent to belief formation.

In Epistelnic ResDonsibilitv, Lorraine Code argues that one is responsible for the

formation of their beliefs. Code s notion is distinct from Clifford's in that responsibility

is 1110ral but is also epistemic. I state that Code's main thesis is also inadequate because

it overlooks the presupposition of trust inherent to belief formation. Thus, I save the

ethics in the ' ethics of belief by demonstrating the moral importance of trust that

deliberating epistemic agents rely on for the development of their beliefs and knowledge.
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Introduction to The Ethics of Belief

In William K. Clifford's essay entitled 'The Ethics of Belief we are given a

parabl e about a shipowner that sent to sea a ship that was unworthy to sail. The shipowner

had doubts about his ship but managed to stifle his doubts and let the ship sail. We are

first shown that the shipowner in Clifford's parable had "no right to believe on such

evidence as was before him" (Clifford, 19) that the ship ought to sail. In my first chapter,

through the process of the Via Negativa, I will attempt to show what one ought to do in

the formation of one 's beliefs based on what the shipowner neglected to do. It will be

shown that , according to Clifford, we lTIUSt form our beliefs based on the available

evidence. 'vVe have a duty therefore to test our belie fs. Also , we ought to formulate

beliefs that have or could be tested.

I w i ll present Clifford' s claim that we are morally responsible for our actions and

ve are also mora ly responsible for what we believe. For Cliffo rd, once one has believed

~ hing true that one knows is false one has committed an action in one 's heart.

Therefor''', \\'e L rc responsible for the alterations of our beliefs. Alteration presupposes

aciivitv 1) _" a deliberating agent who is ill contro l of her decisions and is therefore self

aware.

Our beliefs and other mental activities are comm on prope rty, that is, our beliefs

~ re public affairs. Belief and knowledge therefore involve the community. Acting or

believing in 111 is C01l1111 uniry presupposes that we rely on others and that others rely on us.



Hence, our main duty, for Clifford, is to inquire well, which requires us to test our beliefs.

I will also present in the first chapter Lorraine Code 's notion of 'Epistemic

Responsibility.' I will demonstrate that according to Code the notion of integrity in our

beliefs is analogous to moral responsibility. Thus, the responsibility we have in the

formation of our beliefs and in our epistemic activities is like the responsibility we face in

our moral activities . The analogy between moral and epistemic responsibility bears on

virtue. When one is epistemically responsible one is intellectually virtuous. To be

intellectually virtuous, for Code, requires one to acknowledge one 's reliance on better

informed authorities. Thus, both Code and Clifford can be seen to adhere to the notion

that tes timony is necessary for belief formation.

For Code, responsible inquiry requires being aware of one's social setting. One

must also be aware of their own personal history and aware of the history of one 's social

setting. One thereby recognizes what one's society has done in the past which allows one

to be aware of what one is attempting to achieve now. For example, someone who

believ es that Christ is the messiah ought to be aware of one 's own history with that idea

and of how the imp ort ance of that idea has shaped one 's society.

For both Code and Clifford engagement in community is a necessary element in

the formation of responsible beliefs. Much like Clifford 's notion of commo~property,

Code has a notion of commonable commodities, in which ideas are open for public

scrutiny and are thus relied upon and valued in knowledge acquisition. Thus, for Code,

we are able to check a belief to see ifit fits into the standards of the community of
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know ers. Hence, for Code, coherence is an ideal.

Like Clifford, we shall see that for Code knowing w ell requires us to understand

our sources, understand our epistemic locations, and to understand that 110\V we inquire is

as important as the object of inquiry.

Code herself agrees and disagrees with Clifford's notion of the ethics of belief.

She states that Clifford misses the extent of the necessity of the epistemic. For Code the

episternic invo lves all activities while the moral realm involves only practical

considerations. The shipowner, according to Code, is epistemically irresponsible because

his meth od of belief formation is flawed, Clifford glosses this type of responsibility over

with an overemphasis 011 morality, According to Code, the shipowner may be ethically

irresponsible but he is also epistemically irresponsible.

The first chapter OfTI1Ythesis establishes what is meant by the ethics of belief by

.iemonsrraiing that although Code disagrees with Cl iffo rds analysi s. they share the notion

that one is respo nsib le for the form ation of one 's be liefs. Showing what it is to be

:\~SL onsib!c fo r our bel iefs opens the question in Chapter Two of the character of the

; :1 criectua l iv 'irlllo Lls pe rson . Responsible beliefform ation presupposes persons capable

In the shipowner parable agency presupposes three characteristics of agents. Th e

;':r'::L .S th: t an age nt is of such a nature that she ho lds and acq uires beliefs. From this firs t

clement 1am able to infer that belief holders are persons. The second states that an agent

.n ust kllo \,,' 110\\" LO investigate beliefs honestly. Hence. we ca n say that beliefholders



know what they ought to do when forming beliefs. Lastly, an agent must be aware of

doubts concerning her beliefs instilled by herself or others. Thus , a belief holder is

engaged in the active examination of her beliefs. Therefore, belief holders as agents are

persons who know what they ought to do when forming their beliefs. These three

characteristics presuppose that agents are self aware, that agents participate in forming

their beliefs, and that agents are aware that they participate in the forming of their beliefs.

Hence, we can say of cognitive agents that they are also conscientious agents . As

a conscientious agent, we recognize our participation in forming our beliefs. We also

form our beliefs in a particular social setting, that is, the society or community we are

engaged i11. Again, by way of the Via Negativa we see what conscientious agents ought

to do by what the shipowner neglected to do.

Conscientious agents must by their nature trust their sources, trust their

judgement, and trust the community in which they participate. Much like Clifford, Code

affirms three characteristics of agency. For Code, knowledge or belief formation is an

activity done by pers ons. Showing that knowledge is activity is based in the Kantian

tradition. Yet, Kant is too formal for Code in his assessment of who has knowledge.

Code wants us to lose the notion of an ideal observer by allowing knowers to be persons.

According to Code, as a person who actively knows, we experience three things. The

first is the experience of cognitive activity, that is, we have our subjective life in

knowledge seeki ng. The second is that we recognize, in ourselves and others, that we

have a personal history. Thus, we ought to see a responsible knower for where and when
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she is living. What we can know ought to reflect what we have known. Thirdly, we know

in relation to a community and culture of which we are a part or in which we engage.

Agents must , according to Code, be good at introspection. Agents or knowers are

engage d in a social setting with a social and personal history. For Code, this is a

knower's episternic location. Knowledge seeking is a personal as well as a social activity.

Therefo re, the recognition of the knower 's public and private realms is necessary for

responsible belief formation,

Chapter Three over views the notions of trust implied in the work of both Clifford

and Code. Epistemic responsibility involves the responsibilities and obligations

surrounding our mental activities, including belief formation and knowledge acquisition.

\Ve have specifie duties such as testing our beliefs when they are in doubt and knowing

our sources .

Epistcmic responsibility presupposes that we are cons cienti ous agents. Agents

must be good at introspection, aware of themselves in a community, and aware of the ir

parricipau on in the C01l1111unity. In Chapter Three I shall demonstrate that the fundam ental

Cle111CI ih. is require for panicipation in the community, which allows us to form

be' iefs ~ nci ~ cquire know ledge in the firs t place, is trust. It is my contention that there

"\xi sts (. relauonsh ip between know ledge donors (the people who give knowledge) and

I-no\\' ledge seek ers (the people who seek knowledge) based in trust.

Dono rs have duties like keep ing promises and being sincere in their dealings

.vhich allow ln it tu] relationships to develop . The promises of donors presuppose a bond
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hetween donors and seekers. This bond itself implies certain duties a donor is obligated

to keep. I claim that promises also presuppose commitment to the bond, which in tum

presupposes honesty and trust. A trustworthy donor only gives knowledge that she could

have. Furthermore, a trustworthy donor knows she is relied upon and therefore donors

must stress the importance of investigation.

If donors have a certain obligation then seekers must also have certain

responsibiliries. I claim that the duties of seekers engaged in belief formation or

knowledge acquisition include knowing who our sources are. I also argue that we must

move beyond testimony to experimentation. I show that under experimentation a seeker

must trust methods of testing. Seekers must trust their judgements of the tests. Seekers

must also trus t the regulatory function of the community. The community allows claims

to be made public, for public criticism.

Code's separation of the responsibility in morality and the responsibility in

epistemology would be j ustified if our epistemic responsibilities did not require us to be

trustworthy. I claim that trustworthiness is the presupposition that allows seekers and

donors to be successful cognitive agents. Therefore, because we have the duty and

responsibility to be trustworthy, the realms of morality and epistemology must converge.

I charge that to call this idea of trustworthiness 'cognitive' and not moral would allow us

to state that all of our virtues can be seen as cognitive and thus would actually create a

distinction without a difference .
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Chapter One:

The Ethics of Belief.

To unders tand what has been called the 'duty of inqui ry' we can begin with a

parable. This parable was first introduced by William K. Cliffo rd in his essay, 'The

Ethics of Belief.' Clifford recounts:

A Shipowner was about to send to sea an emigrant-ship. He knew that she
was old , not over-well built at the first ; that she had seen many seas and
climes, and often had needed repairs. Doubts had been suggested to him
that possibly she was not seaworthy, These doubts preyed upon his mind,
and made him unhappy; he thought that perhaps he ought to have her
thoroughly overhauled and refitted, even though this should put him to
great expense. Before the ship sailed, however, he succeeded in
ove rcoming these melancholy reflections. He said to himself that she had
gone safely through so many voyages and weathered so many storms, that
it was idle to suppose she would 110t come safely horne from this trip also.
He would put his trust in Providence, which could hardly fail to protect all
these unhappy families that were leaving their fatherland to seek for better
times elsewhere. He would dismiss from his mind all ungenerous
suspicious about the honesty of builders and contractors. In such ways he
acquired a sincere and com fortable conviction that his vessel was
thoroughly safe and Sea\V011hy; he watched her departure with a light heart
and bene volent wishes for the success of the exil es in their strange new
h0111e that was to be; and he got his insuranc e money when she went down
in mid-ocean and told no tales. (Clifford.I 9)

The par: ole is intended to show the shipowner 's culp ability in and responsibility for the

ccath of he people on the ship. Yet. its further intention is to show that the shipowner

should not have let the ship sail because he "had no right to believe on such evidence as

wus before him." (Cl i ffo rd. 19) Clifford changes the parable slightl y to suggest that even
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if the people had lived, the shipowner would still necessarily be responsible for holding a

belief that was inconsistent with the evidence available to him. 1

The shipowner came to believe in the soundness of his ship by actively believing

azainst what he knew to be the case.' Thus, he neglected to question the original belief
t»

that his shi p was unsound and he convinced himself that his ship was seaworthy by telling

hinlself that it weathered many storms already and that it is likely to do so again. This

type of reasoning based on how future outcomes will resemble what we have known in

the past is re liable; however, the shipowner's original belief focused on how the ship is

old and "doubts had been suggested to him that possibly she was not seaworthy."

(Clifford, 19)3

Thus, what' s important to note, according to Clifford, is not that the reasoning the

shipowner used is flawed but that he believed in the soundness of his ship when all

1According to Bertrand Russell the shipowner could be engaged in irrationalism. He
states "it 111ay be laid down broadly that irrationalism, i.e. , disbelief in objective fact ,
arises almost always from the desire to assert something for which there is no evidence,
or to deny something for which there is very good evidence." (Russell, 35)

2\Ve can suggest that because the parable is about a shipowner, we are to assume that the
shipowner k110WS enough about ships to point to evidence of a particularly bad ship if
faced with a bad ship . This will be an important point later in the thesis when I discuss
the issue of others as sources of knowledge. Here it is important to note that we can
regard the shipowner as a source of knowledge about ships.

)This point wi ll become focused when I discuss the issue of common property, in which
testimony and the verification of certain types of knowledge occupy an important place in
the acquisition of knowledge for Clifford.
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evidence (and other people) pointed to the fact that his ship might be unsound.

~Ac c ord i ng to Clifford, the shipowner had a duty in which he ought to have attempted to

test the available evidence. It's in this realm of testing evidence that responsibility in the

ethics ofbeliefresides. 4

The question I want to ask is: 110w is one responsible for the formation of one's

beliefs? Or, how is one responsible for the active process involved in the creation of

one' s beliefs? For Clifford, if one actively changes one 's beliefs and effectively creates

new beliefs then the choice and freedom to change beliefs must be available to one.

Thus. one is deemed ethically responsible for the alteration of their beliefs; alteration

presupposes activi ty by a deliberating agent who controls one 's own decisions and is

therefore an agent who possesses self awareness. I am suggesting that agents are aware

that they are changing their beliefs and this is what I think Clifford has in mind in

describin g the del iberations of the shipowner. I reco gnize that sometimes other factors

might change a belief. That is to say a factor like an overpowering authority figure or an

overpox"ering environment one is engaged in has the potential to change a belief.

Howe .c r. this case is specific to a deliberating agent \v110 activ ely possesses belief of a

spec' rIC type t.positive type A ) whi ch she forces into a different kind (negative type A) .

"Charle S. Peirce mentions somet hing along the lines of an ethics of belief VI hen he
stales. ". bove all. let it be considered that what is 1110re wholesome than any particular
be1ie f is i 11 tegri tv 0f belief, and that to avoid 100ki11g into the support of any belief from a
(ear that it may turn out rotten is quite as immoral as it is disadvantageous." (Peirce, 21)
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Thus, the shipowner has a right to believe based on the available evidence that the ship is

unsound and forces himself to believe otherwise. Having a right to believe is comparable

to Bertrand Russell's idea of rational opinion. Russell states:

To begin with rationality in opinion: I should define it merely as the habit
of taking account of all relevant evidence in arriving at a belief. Where
certainty is unattainable, a rational man will give most weight to the most
probable opinion, while retaining others, which have an appreciable
probability, in his mind as hypotheses which subsequent evidence may
show to be preferable. (Russell, 33)

Clifford will suggest that even if one's belief is fixed one "still has a choice in

regard to the action suggested by it and so cannot escape the duty of investigating on the

ground of the strength of his conviction." (Clifford, 21) Thus, freedom to choose is

freedom to change and also freedom to investigate. Thus, when in question, according to

Clifford, we ought to investigate our beliefs prior to the alteration of the beliefs.

Beliefs as Moral Guides

Cl ifford states that investigation of beliefs is a duty because once one believes,

although one has not yet acted on the belief, one has "committed it already in one 's

heart." (Cl ifford, 21) Clifford means by this that beliefs are guides to our future. Thus, if

we want to be responsible (and this type of want is presupposed much like freedom) then

we ought to test the belief to ensure its future as a guide to our future. In other words, as

W . O. Falk states:

Ought is an action guiding concept. It expresses the notion that one is
liable to direction by reasons in the case which would motivate one if one
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gave them due consideration. And cannot be liable to direction by reasons
except in a matter of doing what one is not fully motivated to do already.
This is why it cannot be an obligation for one to do what one wants to do
anyway. Much as it might become an obligation for one to do it if OI1e
ceased to want to . This is also why, when one really wants to do
something, the natural question to ask is not, "and ought I to do this
thing?" but rather, "and lnay I do it?" Or "would there be anything wrong
with it?" or "Ought I perhaps not to do it?" OI1e looks for possible reasons
against, not for possible reasons for. (Falk, 369)

Thus, according to Clifford, we ought to test our beliefs to ensure that they are

supported by the evidence before us; alternatives in belief are to be accounted for in light

of the same evidence . What we believe guides us, and for Clifford, believing a thing is

the same thing as committing an act. Belief then is the reason that directs our motivations ;

this is why the belief of the shipowner is an irresponsible belief independent of his

actio ns for even if the people survived and his actions produced no morally questionable

results then he still believed when he ought not to hav e believed .

~yi ( en ce , I d Common roperty

"The uuestion of evid ence looms before us in the ethic s of bel ief. We must ask ,

" \\'11 ~~ 1 ice s evidence entai I?" Evidence in a belief, for Clifford. is the belief s ability to be

:rc.uc -i as .c ornmon property. ~ ccording to Clifford, "I ' 0 simplicity of mind, no

!)lJ scurirv of station. can escape the universal duty of questioning all that we believe."

:C ifforcL 22)

One notes that the shipowner had a duty as a shipowner to ensure the safety of

;l l1 crs ~1I1 li his responsibility lies in the trust they have in him to make the decisions of a
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careful and considerate deliberator with knowledge about ships. The shipowner's

responsib ility to test his beliefs is a responsibility that arises out of common property.

Common property is the heirloom of knowledge, which is the accumulation of knowledge

in a given know ledge seeking community. Common property is modes of thought, fOnTIS

and processes, and phrases "which every succeeding generation inherits as a precious

deposit and a sacred trust,' to be handed on to the next one, not unchanged, but enlarged

and puri fied, with some clear marks of its proper handiwork." (Clifford, 21)

What makes common property common is its ability to be checked at any tim e, by

anyone in the community of knowers. Authority and tradition are valid only because they

are continuously and rigorously tested or have the potential to be tested. Thus, we note

the importance of verification and falsification inherent to Clifford's notion of common

property.

Clifford states,

It is the sense of power attached to a sense of knowledge that makes me
desirous of believing, and afraid of doubting. This sense of power is the
highest and best of pleasures when the belief on which it is founded is a
true beli ef, and has been fairly earned by investigation. For then we may
j ustly feel that it is common property, and holds good for others as well as
for ourselv es. Then we may be glad, not that I have learned secrets by
wh ich I am safer and stronger, but that we men have got mastery over more
of the world; and we shall be strong, not for ourselves, but in the name of
Man and in his strength. (Clifford, 22-23)

5The importance and integ ral status of trust will be discussed in my third chapter.
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In the parable we saw the shipowner force himself to believe otherwise when

others questi oned the shipowner's ability to verify evidence. Clifford states, "it was

suaaested to him that his ship was unseaworthy" (Clifford, 19) which is a clear indication
::J::J

that others had knowledge which could benefit the shipowner and that others were testing

their own beliefs about the ship. This is a clear example of the relevance of agents in the

social setting, or the community of knowers engaged and involved in the process of

C0111n10n property in attempting to verify beliefs.

The shipowner is responsible because it was his ship and people died while

aboard it but he is also responsible because he has a certain way of thinking, that is, he

originall y thought that the ship was unsound, and I1e altered his thinking without testing

that original hypothesis or belief. The shipowner, according to Clifford, ought to have

tested what he originally thought because the origina l thought was a response to the

c. vailablc evidence. \Ve can also say that his irresponsibility lies in his clear denial of

charges ~ gainst him by his community, TI1is., in turn, is another way to deny available

-vidcncc. 1 lot only did he send people to their deaths because he didn't test his original

bciicrb ui he denied the authority of common property. As Charles Sanders Peirc e

SLg g l':Sl S in his essay "The Fixation of Belief,' "unless we make ourselves hermits, we

sh: 11 nccessari lv infl uence each other s opinions; so that the problem becomes how to fix

belicr . n01 merelv in the indivi dual but ill the C0111111unity." (Peirce. 13)

1 fU \ V . according to Clifford, even i f the ship didn 't sink . the shipowner is still

1)1lig ~"lc . to test his belief as the evidence suggested that his ship was old and because
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others suggested to him that his ship was not seaworthy. The irritation of doubt" must be

sat isfied not by stifl ing questions with rationalizations but by "honestly earning it by

pati ent investigation." (Clifford, 19)

Verification of Beliefs

Testimony of exemplars within common property is continually checked, verified,

and falsified. Ifwe are looking for a particular truth and rely on the testimony of others,

the honesty of a person in her beliefs and her conviction of the truth of those beliefs never

help s us verify the truth of those beliefs. Only the testing of beliefs can verify their tru th

or falsity. Again, what makes common property common is the availability of beliefs to

be tes ted by anyone. As Clifford states,

The goodness and greatness of a man do not justify us in accepting a belief
upon the warrant of his authority, unless there are reasonable grounds for
supposing that he knew the truth of what he was saying. And there can be
110 grounds for supposing that a man knows that which we, without
ceasing to be men, could not be supposed to verify. (Clifford, 29)

Thus., we note that for Cl ifford the character of a person does not determine the truth of

her bel iefs and that testimony is only valid if the belief can be verified or falsified . If my

"According to C. S. Pe irce, the irritation of doubt causes one to obtain a belief and is the
sole motive one has to hold belief. He states "The irritation of doubt causes a struggle to
attain a state of belief. I shall term this struggle Inquiry , though it must be admitted that
this is sometimes not a very apt designation. The irritation of doubt is the only
immediate motive for the struggle to attain belief." (Peirce, 10) This too is my basic belief
and I think this is basically what Clifford's position entails .
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belief is based in testimony, I put 111y trust in the fact that the testimonials concerning the

belief have been conclusively verified. Clifford states:

I 111ay never actually verify it, or even see any experiment which goes
toward verifying it; but still I have quite reason enough to justify me in
believing that the verification is within the reason of human appliances
and powers, and in particular that it has been actually performed by my
informant. His result, the belief to which he has been led by his inquiries
is valid not only for himself but for others. (Clifford, 29)

He continues to suggest that even if only one person has the means to know the truth of a

belief then this is valid ground for us to believe in it. He states, "we have no right to

believe a thing true because everybody says so, unless there are good grounds for

believing that S0111e one person at least has the means of knowing what is true , and is

speaking the truth is so far as he knows it." (Clifford, 3 1) Thus, as long as someone

could verify it now or in the future it will become a part of common property.

\\'e note the similarity of Clifford 's claim to l.~ . J. Ayers principle in his text ,

Lan2Lla~ . Truth. and LO Q:i c, in w hich Ayer distinguishes be tw een weak and strong

theories o r' verification. He states :

,:- proposition is said to be verifiable . in the strong sense of the term, if and

only iC its truth could be conclusively established in experience. But it is
verifiable, in the w eak sense, if it is possible for experience to render it
probable. It will be our contention that no proposit ion, other than a
tautology, can possibly be anything mor e than a probable hypothesis.
(i\yer. 37-38.)

Or. as K~ 1'1 Popper notes ""The old scientific idea l of episteni e - of absolutely certain,

demonstrable knowledge - has pro ved to be an idol. The demand for scientific objecti vity

makes it incvuablc that eve ry scientific statement must remain tenta tive fo r ever. It mav
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indeed be corroborated, but every corroboration is relative to other statements which,

again, are tentative." (Popper, 280) Clifford's notion of testimony in relation to common

property can be seen as a weak theory of verification in which it is not propositions that

are probable hypotheses but beliefs that are probable hypotheses.

Clifford's aim is to show that it is immoral for one to believe when one 11as no

right to. Accordin g to Clifford, "the question of right and wrong has to do with the origin

of his belief, not the matter of it; not what it was, but how he got it; not whether it turned

out to be true or false but whether he had a right to believe on such evidence as was

before him." (Clifford, 19-20) How one formulates one's beliefs is how one creates

guides for one ' s actions. In terms of responsibility we can say that to be responsible

requires one to inquire well. To inquire well is to rely on others and in tum be relied

upon within the community of knowledge seekers. For Clifford what makes the

shipowner irresponsible is his untrustworthiness. When the evidence of a poor ship is

overwhelming to a shipow ner and overwhelming to other sources of knowledge then we

expect responsible ship ow ners to react wisely based on that evidence. For Clifford, a

shipowner who does not react wisely in light of evidence is a morally irresponsible

shipowner.

Lorraine Co de's 'Ethics of Belief

According to Lorraine Code, the type of responsibility involved in the ethics of

belief is of an epistemic nature and not , as Clifford suggests, a moral responsibility. The
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type of episten1ic inquiry we saw in Clifford occurs before the practical application of

beliefs necessary for moral judgement. Although she will suggest that epistemic

responsibility is analogous to and not distinct from moral responsibility, a separation of

the t\VO is requ ired to show the importance of the epistemic realm that is glossed over by

a focus on 1110ral matters .

Code claims "that we structure our epistemological reasoning on an analogy with

our 1110ral reasoni ng." (Code, 48 ) As mentioned, Code ' s claim is that there can be a

separ ation between our epistcmic reasoning and our 111ora1 reasoning and how we reason

opistemic ally is anal ogous or ' like' the way we reason morally.

The analogy here is that there is a cognitive rightness which app ears to be a 1110ral

rightness. Yet, 1110ral worth lies in one' s intentions and 110t in "c ognitive validity."

(Code . -+9) However, one is held responsible " for the cognitive validity of one 's moral

j uegement about truth claims. Thus. Code suggests that there is a type of virtue attached

o this cogniti ve activity. By cognitive activ ity she means " erceiving, remembering,

reasonin g. knowing. believing, speaking, imagining, daydreamin g: activ ities that have

their source in experience of the world and of onesel f as part of the world: in awareness

~ nd scl ruwareness." (Code. 52)

Code uses "responsible ' here to allow "emphasis upon the active nature of
k n O\ \"CTS bel ievers." (Code. 51 )
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To understand the analogy between moral and epistemological responsibility

better is to understand what Code means by virtue. Virtue for Code is intellectual virtue

and her central virtue here is wisdom. For Code,

Wisdom has to do with knowing how best to go about substantiating belief
and knowledge claims, where "best" does not mean "cleverly" or
"skillfully" as much as "with intellectual honesty and due care." It entails
having a good idea of the extent to which such efforts need to be extended
before it is reasonable to claim knowledge or to hold belief.. ..Wisdom
involves knowing what cognitive ends are worth pursuing and
understanding the value of seeing particular cognitive endeavors in context
so as to achieve ajust estimation of their significance. (Code, 53)

However, she later claims that wisdom must be dropped and 'epistemic responsibility'

taken up, due to issues others may have with the term 'wisdom' . This changing of terms

seems unimportant because her definition of wisdom is at its basis the definition of

epistemic respons ibility. Both terms refer to the notion that "for the intellectually

virtuous, knowledge is good in itself, not just instrumentally good. " (Code, 59)

To be epistemically responsible requires dependence on others and the

recognition of the place and circumstance others have within the social setting they are

engaged in. She states, "o ne is dependent upon the cognitive authority of other, bett er

informed, and / or differently specialized knowers whose intellectual virtue clearl y

matters . One of the effects of broadening the notion of intellectual virtue and of Inaking

it of interest to epistemologists should be to align its public value more closely with its

private value." (Code, 60) This is clearly a notion of testimony. However, this is also

what Code calls one's 'epistemic location' . She states that,
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It would be as ludicrous to declare a Soviet scientist irresponsible simply
because she or he has not read all relevant, Western scientific treatises on a
specific subject (that is, those banned in the Soviet Union) as it would to
condemn an ancient Athenian for putting forward theories about heavenly
bodies that were not based upon telescopic observation....Criteria of
responsibility cannot be so harsh as to require one to break too far out of
the boundaries drawn around cognitive activity by the environment and by
the condition of knowledge in an epistemic community, (Code, 61-62)

I think she means that standards of responsibility only work in terms of the setting

one is engaged in. Responsibility can 011ly make sense if we have some notion of what

consti tutes a responsible knower, Therefore, we rely on others as sources of knowledge

bec ause \ve have an idea as to what is required of our sources of knowledge. Thus, one

can onlv know in relation to the setting that outlines what one can know. One's

involvement in the C0111111unity of knowers presupposes one understands the standards of

the community. Thus, only engagement within the realm can set standards for the realm

for it is only in the realm that the standards of the realm become known.

Code is discussing our dependence 011 others as sources of knowledge in the

COnl111Ull il Y of know ers. In ou r quest for know ledge , we rely on know ledge that has corne

1'1'0 111 munv d iffcrent pe op le. Russell suggests th at "t he opinion of experts, when it is

un.uu 11011S. must be accepted by non-experts as more likely to be right than the opposite

opinion ." (RusselL 2) Trust is the basic element to testimony and our awareness that we

trus t others as source s of knowledge enables us to become better sources of knowledge

ou rselv es. She states that "be lie f and understanding are products of cognitive

interdependence: beli ef is as infectious and commonab le as know ledge; knowledge in any
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significant sense of the word, together with the lies and deceptions parasitic upon it,

presupposes community." (Code, 176) The purpose or function of authority in

kno\vledge and knowledge itself is to act as a commonable commodity. A commonable

commodity is knowledge that is open for everyone. The community of knowers aids in

our inquiry by being trustworthy and open. The community does this by producing

exen1plars in the field of inquiry who can be questioned and therefore trusted to be

respectable sources of knowledge.

The intellectually virtuous person acquires knowledge in a responsible way.

Thus, the analogy between epistemology and morality, for Code, lies in the responsibility

we take for the claims we make. In epistemology we must be responsible for how we go

about inquiry and like morality, epistemic responsibility requires us to inquire well.

Thus, we have a duty to know well. Code states, "Knowing well is essential to the

achievement of human well-being, hence cognitive activity should be performed as

responsibly as possible." (Code, 70) For Code, knowing well requires us to understand

our sources , understand our epistemic locations, and understand that how we inquire is as

important as the object of inquiry. We are required to check the belief or piece of

knowledge to see if it "fits" into an established framework of belief or into the coherent
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structure gove ll1ed by the COlTI111unity of knowers" which must require us to test our

beliefs . In morality, the object of assigning values is the attempt to live well. Code 's

claim is that knowing well is an important aspect of living well, and thus, knowing

involves fundame ntal moral values.

Yet~ she further claims that epistemic responsibility is not an ethic of belief. She

suggests that it is necessary to separate morality and epistemology because although

"knowing well, preserving an appropriate degree of objectivity, thinking clearly, and

being epistemical ly responsible are , in fact , moral matters they are not just moral

mau crs." (Code, 68) Her basic claim here is that epistemic and moral considerations are

so interwoven they cannot be separated but principles of responsible enquiry can be

violated apart from the 1110ral consequences that arise from those principles, and

therefore. "1110ral questions, then, have a central epis temic core ." (Code, 69). And yet she

states further that. "these moral and epistemic conc erns. then, are not perfectly distinct or

distinguishable fr om one another." (Code, 70)

She contests that a C01111110n but mistaken view asserts all 1110ral agents percei ve

uno un icrstund situations in the same way and differences in agents only arise in the

.-\ccording to the coherence theory of truth a statement or state of affairs is true if it "fi ts"
into a pre-ex isting class of statements or a reco gnized state of affai rs. That is, X is true if
it .oheres to the established truths. What we are dealing with here could be called a
coheren ce theo ry of belief, in wh ich, a belief or piece of knowledge is justified if it "fi ts'
into a precsr, hlished set of beliefs shared by others we consi der sou rces of know ledge .
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respons es to those perceptions. Such a view misses fundamental considerations about the

nature of epistemology:

Different cognitive capacities and epistemic circumstances create
situations where experience is structured, and hence the world is known,
quite differently from one cognitive agent to another. Each time a moral
judgment is made, then, two parts of a situation must be assessed: the way
it is apprehended and the action that is performed as a result. The former,
the apprehension, is a matter for epistemological assessment, and the
moral dimension of the situation is crucially dependent upon this
epistemic component. (Code, 69)

Thus, moral assessment of situations is the result of epistemological maneuvers, which

should be performed as responsibly as possible.

Her cla im is that knowing well and seeing as accurately as possible are constant

demands while matters of moral concern or moral deliberation are not always so frequent.

Thus, according to Code, " it is possible to be morally in the wrong even when one has

been rigorously scrupulous in one's epistemic endeavors." (Code, 74) She gives us the

examp Ie of bIackrnail. In blackrnail the specific settings of situations are used in immoral

ways. There are also morally harmless situations that are epistemically irresponsible.

Code suggests the Flat Earth Society as an example. Flat Earthers are epistemically

irresponsible for failing to acknowledge the history and evidence of geology and

cosmology. Or , as Code states, "they would be judged epistemically irresponsible, for, on

the basis of insufficient, contradictory evidence, they are claiming knowledge or beli ef

that requires constant rationalization to maintain it; they are not taking available evidence

sufficiently into account." (Code, 74) Indeed, Code continues to suggest that "much of
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epistem ic life is concern ed with determining the credibility of others and with

establ ishi ng and maintaining one 's own credibility." (Code, 75) Yet, the Flat Earth

Society, in so far as SUCl1 a group does not wreak havoc with public life, will be judged

1110rally harmless. Thus, the contrast between the case of the blackmailer and the Flat-

Earther poi nts to the conclusion that it is "always worth w hile to kl10W well, though the

1110ral import of cognitiv e activity may vary from case to case and require separate

assessnl ent." (Code, 76)

Code ' s Considerations for Clifford

According to Clifford the shipowner is irresponsible because "he has no right to

bel iev e on the evidence before him" (Clifford, 20). According to Code this analysis

misses the fact that ep istem ic m oves w ill always be necessary in our cognitive lives

while the morality of the situation on ly invo lves our practic al lives. Her claim is that thi s

occurs becaus e the "moral import ecli pse( s) its underlyin g epistem ic significance." (Code.

- '"1 )

s mentioned. Code wants to distinguish m ora l responsibility from epistemic

responsi ilitv. Codes claim is that th e shipow ner is blame worthy morally for allowing

the ship to sail but must be seen as episternically irresponsib le "because of his method of

arriving at the belief upon w hich it is based. " (Code, 72)

\ \ l t: saw th at there are ce rt ain circum stances in which one ca n be epistcmically

;'csponsiblt: wh ile being imm oral (blackmail) and other ci rcumstances in w hich on e can



be epistell1ically irresponsible while being morally harmless (the Flat Earth Society).

Code 's basic problem with and criticism of Clifford's analysis is that Clifford fails to

ll1ake an adequate distinction between moral responsibility and epistemic responsibility,

and only stresses the moral import while ignoring or "glossing over" the epistemic

maneuvers which all inquiry requires.

Conclusion

It seems that both Clifford and Code agree on the elements inherent to responsible

inquiry. The problem I am faced with in Clifford is his insistence that once one believes

something in one's heart one has "committed it already in [one's] heart." (Clifford, 21)

The problem that I see here is that Clifford denies a distinction between definitely holding

a belief and holding a belief that is provisional or temporary. I am stating that because we

need to test our beliefs when we can our beliefs can tum out to be temporary in light of of

test. Clifford assumes this temporary status of beliefs in his notion of evidence but

neglects it with the idea that one commits an action when one believes it in one's heart.

S01l1e problems I have with Code include her neglect of experimentation in

checking our beliefs to "see as accurately as possible." She needs to explain the

importance of evidence. She claims that:

Questions about evidence, justification, and validity are persistent
epistemological questions; my approach carries the indispensable caveat
that these questions are valid only when they are framed so that they do
not constrain replies to those that offer definitive, conclusive evidence or
to those that provide final justification. (Code, 12)
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I also find the place of trust in her analysis problematic. She states the importance of

relying on testimony and others as sources of knowledge for responsible inquiry . What is

unclear is if this reliance is epistemic in nature. She fails to see that this reliance can only

have its basis in the moral virtue of trust and therefore her dist inction between tIle

episten1ic realm and the moral realm fails . In order for Code' s project in distinguishing a

moral responsibili ty and an epistemic responsibility to work she would need to regres s

back to distinguish moral trust from epistemic trust to clarify how reliance is not based in

a moral virtue like trust. In this way she would also need to distinguish other morall y

laden terms like virtue, care, and concern and explain how they are not moral or are not

based in morality.

It seerns that the two areas, the moral and epistemological, are separated because

there seem to be two activ ities at play. Yet, both activities require one to be responsib le

which requires us to inquire well. Inquiring well requires the avail ability of evidence

found in COll11110n property or a commonable commodity, allowing the further verification

of that evidence. This availability is only possible throug 1 a concept of trust based in

tcstimonv The reliability of the test itself does not rely 011 testimony but does rely on the

.rust one ,)laces in the expe riment.

. problem I have with both Clifford and Code is that the notion of trust is glossed

)\'er. Both use the term in relation to responsibility without seeing furthe r implications.

Both Code and Clifford Iniss the duty we have to other know ledge seekers in the arena of

responsib le inquiry. Clifford misses the fact of testimony and Code relies too heavily on
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testimony, thus neglecting the testing of beliefs. Thus, to separate the two realms of

activity I am investigating might reveal a connection between these realms based in trust.

However, prior to a comprehensive examination of the notion of trust, we first need to

investigate what a responsible agent is and the role of such an·agent. Therefore, insofar

as we have been discussing what it means to be responsible, we need to investigate who

is responsible.9

Essentially, what I hope I have shown thus far is that an ethics of belief or the duty

of inquiry requires one to be responsible for one's investigations. What needs to be

understood is that to be responsible is to inquire well. This, in tum, requires us to

investigate some of our beliefs, withhold judgement until such an investigation occurs,

and be willing to commit to the flames those beliefs that are found to be unreliable or

inconclusive independent of how much they might be cherished.

Investigation of our beliefs requires us to understand our sources of knowledge

which presupposes we know what a good or credible source of knowledge is and also

what counts as good or credible evidence in favour of or against our beliefs. This also

presupposes an aspect of community or commonality to investigation. That is,

investigation of our beliefs requires that anyone with the belief in question could

themselves investigate that beliefbased in the sources of their knowledge and the

available evidence.

'>This is the goal of my second chapter.
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I intend, in the next chapter, to reveal what it me ans for us to be sources of

kno\vledge or what it means to be an agent. I further intend to show that when we have

fully investigated the origin of our beliefs, the community as a source of knowledge, the

C0111111uni ty of res ponsible agents, and the arena of inquiry we shall find a dependence on

trust as the key to not only knowledge acquisition and knowledge accumulation but also

to what it means for responsible agents to inquire well.
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Chapter Two:

The Importance of an Epistemic Agency in Epistemic Responsibility

In my first chapter I have shown something of the basis of responsible inquiry.

For Clifford, this responsibility is grounded in the moral duty one has to inquire well.

Clifford suggests that one trusts others through the testimony attributed to common

property and that "no one man's beliefis in any case a private matter." (Clifford, 21) We

saw that for Code the responsibility we find in inquiry is distinct from moral matters.

According to Code, moral responsibilities and epistemic responsibilities are not the same.

However, to be epistemically responsible requires us to be intellectually virtuous and

honest. We also saw that Code's and Clifford's ideas of responsibility in inquiry

contained similar elements, such as testimony and shared communal ideas.

In this chapter I shall clarify "who" it is who believes and inquires. This will

allow us to better understand how people as belief holders ought to be responsible for the

beliefs the y hold by acknowledging the culture and community which conditions their

beliefs and knowledge. Personal commitment is necessary for persons to be responsible

for the beliefs and knowledge they hold and it is this commitment and activity that allows

us to call others and ourselves inquiring agents.
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Th e Shipo\vner as Agent

I hold that agency is best viewed in terms of a wide existentialist view. Th is view

best describes the aw areness of a subject or agent in her engagement with her

environnlent and comm unity. Accordingly, agents are self determining beings who are in

control of their del iberations. We shall see that the main requirement for agents, in both

Clifford and Co de, that is their intellectual responsibi lities , agree with the existentialist

notion of agency. Jean Paul Sartre states: "W e are taking the word ' responsibility' in its

ord inary sense as consciousness (of) being the incontestable author of an event or an

objcct." (Sartre, 1943: 707) Such a notion of agency is a necessary precondition for

Clifford and Code as they both rely on the responsibi lity that cpistemic agents have when

forming bel iefs. This notion of agency stresses the imp ortance of the epistemic activity

of an episte mic agent and her responsibility in holding beliefs .

"The peculiar charac ter of human reality is that it is without excuse. " (Sartre,

19:7 :-: ) V·le shall see how agents are wi thout excuse, or in other words, responsibl e for

heir actions, in the case presented by Clifford of the shipow ners irresponsibility.

For Clifford, it is the sh ipowner who is irresponsib le because it is the shipowner

\\ "110 inquired poorly by ho lding a belief on insufficient evid ence. The shipowner

. .~ C .L ired his beliefnot by honest ly earning it in pati ent investigation but by stifl ing his

ioubts.' (C lifford. 19) His belief is acq uired by him alone as a self-determ ining be ing ,

us the ca use of his behavior and belief, and as the incontestable author of an event or
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belief. He is responsible for the acquisition of such a belief and thus we can say that the

failure of his enterprise is without excuse.

Clifford's analysis of the failure of the shipowner shows us three aspects of

agency necessary for responsible belief. The first is that the agent must be of such a

nature as to be able to acquire beliefs. We are upset at the shipowner because he was in a

position to know or find out what is the case. He is a shipowner and we trust that as a

shipowner he is conscientious of the welfare of his ship. This is a necessary aspect for

agency as it shows that a precondition for deeming people agents is the activity and

participation of self-conscious persons, as deliberating agents, in acquiring their beliefs.

We can agree with Steven Ross in his text entitled The Nature of Moral Responsibility

when he states: "Moral responsibility includes a consciousness of oneself as an agent,

capable of effective choice and action, who is subject to influences that may aid or hinder

him in achieving his goals." (Ross, 70) We note that Ross is commenting on moral

responsibility, which corresponds to the notion of responsibility found in Clifford

because., as we saw for Clifford in the previous chapter, the duty of inquiry is a moral

duty practiced by inquiring agents. Furthermore, according to Clifford, the shipowner

consciously changed his view of the status of the ship, implying he was conscious of that

fact.

The second aspect for agency required by Clifford states that the agent who

acquires a belief must have knowledge of what it means to honestly earn the beliefby

patient examination of that belief and knowledge of the grounds of that belief. This
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consideration allows us to further show the importance of active conscientious agents

\\ ithin a society as acceptable sources of knowledge and allows us to suggest that holding

responsibility requires agents to be aware of how they acquire their beliefs. C.D. Broad

defines conscientious activity in his essay titled ' Conscience and Conscientious Activit y'

as follows:

An action is conscientious if the following conditions are fulfilled. (i) The
agent has reflected on the situation, the action , and the alternati ves to it, in
order to discover what is the right course. In this reflection he has tried his
utmost to learn the relevant facts and to give each its due weight , he has
exercised his judgement on them to the best of his ability, and he has
striven to allow for all sources of bias . (ii) He has decided that, on the
factual and ethical information available to him, the action in question is
probably the most right or the least wron g of all those which are open to
him. (iii) His belief that the action has this 1110ral characteristic, together
with his desire to do what is right as such, was either (a) the only motive
comp onent for doing it, or (b) a sufficient and necessary motive
component for doin g it. (Broad, 506)

Thus. an agent is conscientious when she is engaged in introspection prior to activity and

\\ hen she decides based on the information available that it is a decent act. Further, one

ll1 USI have the belief that the action has this responsible characteristic and that is why it

Jugilt to be done . This permits us to suggest that the shipo wner knew what he believed

but failed to be a conscientious agent because he reflected on the situation and decided

vhat he should believe . Yet., based in the available evidence .. he could not justifiably

beiic\'c that what he did believe was the responsible belie f for him to hold. Therefore., he

is irresponsibie for failing to fulfill the obligations of a conscientious agent.
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The third aspect of agency we can draw from Clifford's analysis is that the agent

must be aware that there may be doubts about her belief, instilled by the agent herself

through what Clifford calls 'honest and patient investigation' or introduced by other

sources of knowledge. Hence we can agree with Walter Armstrong when he states, in his

text Moral Knowledge,

Where people are behaving perfectly rationally, but are wrong-footed by
misleading pieces of evidence, we deny that they know what they believe,
even when what they believe is true, because we see that a better
acquaintance with the situation could undermine or destroy the belief they
have acquired. (Armstrong, 87)

Therefore, we see that the belief of the shipowner is irresponsible because even ifhe

believed his ship was sound, which could be said of him, he still had no right to believe

based on the evidence granted him and we can deny that he knew what he believed

because he ought to have investigated his claim. Therefore, only through investigation

can we know what we believe.

ecessary Awareness

We have seen that an agent is aware that she actively make choices. We have also

seen that she must be aware of herself, which requires awareness of her role as a source of

kno\vledge in a public or private capacity within the community of knowers; therefore,

the agent lTILlSt be participating in the community. The shipowner is a source of

kno\vledge in his expertise regarding ships and participation in the community is the

responsibility he has as that type of conscientious knowledge source. 111 other words, as
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an A. Harvey sta tes in his essay entitled, 'The Ethics of Belief Reconsidered, ' "it is 110t

the violation of some universal imperative not to believe anything on insufficient

evidence that constitutes the irresponsibility of the shipowner; it is that he failed to fulfill

his role-specific ob ligation to inquire into the seaworthiness of his ship. " (Harvey, 195 )

/\ ship0'vvner has the duty to inquire about his ship. He is no t necessarily a ship safety

expert but his duty as shipowner is to know whom to contact for the relevant expertise if

he does not have it. Hence, we can say of the shipowner that he failed as a conscientious

agent and we can also add that he failed his role specific obligations as a shipowner.

The agent IUUSt also be aware of other sources of knowledge. Clifford states,

"doubts had been suggested to him that possibly she was not seaworthy." (Clifford, 19)

Therefore. as a source of knowledge and as an agent 011e must recognize others as sources

of knowledge and others as agents. That is, an inquiring agent is cooperative within the

context of her participation. Respect for sources of knowledge is based in the integri ty

for know ledge shared by know ers. I ho ld that the project of verifying our be liefs is

communal by its very natu re. The veri fication of a belief is the j udgement of an

cpistemic situation which can never be done alone because knowledge is shared. Hence.

one is ~ "source" ot knowledge and not simply a by- product of know ledge accumulation.

ecoonizing .-\oency in Ourselves Through Others

CIifford suggests the necessity for us to consider others as sou rce s of knowledge

or others in terms of testimony, when he states:
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In order that we may have the right to accept his testimony as ground for
believing what he says, we must have.reasonable grounds for trusting his
veracity, that he is really trying to speak the truth so far as he knows it; his
knowledge, that he has had opportunity of knowing the truth about this
matter; and his judgement, that he has made a proper use of those
opportunities in coming to the conclusion which he affirms. (Clifford, 25)

Clifford is telling us what we should require of others as sources of knowledge,

and in tum, we have gained insight into what we should be as inquiring agents. That is,

\ve require of other agents what other agents require of us. As inquiring agents we need to

be aware that the material and testimony of other agents requires trust and the knowledge

that one and others are trustworthy, both of which are gained by patient investigation.

This, in tum, requires us to trust in ourselves to be sources of knowledge. Ross states:

One places himselfon the line in each of his moral actions, for not only is
it his judgement that he should act, but it is his own judgment of the
validity of that obligation that is embodied in the act. When I have done
something wrong, that I thought right, I suffer a double failure: I have
failed both in my act, and failed in my evaluation of the act. I have
violated my own self in not paying it due heed. I may, for example, have
followed the dictates of others in my action, denied my own deepest
convictions in my judgment, and discover through subsequent misery and
guilt that ifwas wrong to do so; or I may have followed my own precepts
erroneously, which I also discover in the validation which follows. (Ross,
126)

Therefore, when we see the shipowner have doubts about the safety of his ship, and then

turn around and rationalize to the point of believing that it is safe, we can say of him that

he has fai led in his act and his evaluation of that act. Ross continues to assert:
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The double failure involved in performing an invalid act is of critical
importance in moral responsibility. One may fail in one's act, and one
may fail in one 's deliberate choice of the act. The point is that men
continually undertake actions in which they may succeed .or fail. But only
occasionally do men fully choose what they do, with sufficient cognizance
of the various possibilities before, and the likely consequences for
themselves, that risks a double failure as well. In this sense, an
irresponsible man can fail in what he does; but a responsible man fails
further in l1isjudglnent as to what he ought to do. (Ross, 126)

Therefore, we see that the shipowner, as an agent, chose to believe otherwise and thus

fails not only in what he did but also in his judgment about what he ought to do.

Therefore, agency requires introspection about the nature of our acts and about our

j udgement of how we ought to act.

Thus far, we can say for agency that the duty of an agent is to be aware. An agent

mu st be aware of her sources of knowledge, of the availability of evidence, of her choice

to commit to a project, and her participation based in her C0111Init111ent to the hypotheses

of others as sources of knowledge. The agent must be aware of her acceptance of and

trust in sources of knowledge and the acceptance of the hypotheses of sources of

know ledg . She must also be aware of the trust she places in the results of her own

experiments and tests which lead to the formulation of responsible beliefs. These are the

requirernents of patient investigation. Therefore, the main duty of an agent is to be

trustworthv in her dealings with other agents , with her tests and experiments, with her

formulation of her beliefs.. and thus .. agency requires a person to be trustworthy and

sincere as a source of knowledge. Hence .. the "who' that is held responsible is the

trustworthy perso n.
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Kno,ving as Activity

Code provides an analysis of the inquiring epistemic agent. She first gives us a

rather c0l11plicated explication of the creative synthesis of the Kantian imagination. The

Kantian view is important though insufficient for Code because it lacks "an adequate

context to explain how individual human knowers, as organic creatures, create the

products we call knowledge." (Code, 101) However, she states that Kant calls the

imagination a 'creative' synthesis which is important for it allows us a way to see "an

explanation both of knowledge and knowledge-as-product as inevitably bearing the mark

of the knower or would-be-knower." (Code, 102) To call the imagination a creative

synthesis "is to emphasize the activity of knowers in making knowledge and in putting it

together out of unarticulate or unorganized experience." (Code, 102) Hence, "the knowing

process is, above all , active in its creativity." (Code, 102)

She agrees with Kant in the suggestion that knowers contribute to knowledge.

However, she claims that this contribution is not, as Kant would argue, fixed . She

suggests "it is persons who know - not abstract, isolated intellects, understandings,

imaginations , or faculties of reason." (Code, 101) Persons know and persons do not have

a fixed cognitive life , due to the complexity and novelty at work in human lives.

Concentration on the fixed cognitive contribution in knowledge leads to three

factors or aspects of cognitive activity going unnoticed. The first factor she calls Erlebnis

or the experience of cognitive activity. Persons recognize their own cognitive activity
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and this personal experience of cognition is actively lived through. That is, there is an

a\vareness persons experience within their own cognition. Thus , we know when our

cognition is at work by living through it and experiencing cognition in our lives. The

second elem ent is the personal history of the individual. Persons are constantly and

actively remembering their personal histories in acquiring knowledge by actively

renlenlbering how they acquired knowledge in the past. This idea of recollection can let

us know hO\\I we are to acquire knowledge in the future and lets us know what this future

kno\vledge might look like. As Clifford suggests, "what we do not know is like what we

do know." (Clifford, 34) The third aspect is the mixture of the communal, historical, and

cultural factors of cognition actively gained by interaction and communication. This is

the person 's makeup in terms of her knowledge and cognitive history influenced and

onstrained by communal and cultural factors , such as politics, cultural conventions, and

families.

These aspects are important for agency because to understand the active

de1iberation process of persons gaining knowledge is to understand the active epistemic

agent. These three factors give us a way to humanize 1(110Wers and allows us to discuss

agents as people who are living through their development in a certain time, in a certain

lac. in a certai n space.
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Kno\,vers as Persons

We saw that for Code, as well as for Clifford, self knowledge is integral for

responsible knowledge acquisition. Code states that only persons know; therefore, if only

persons know then "one must know oneself to achieve a just estimation of the extent to

which one does know, believe justifiably, deceive oneself, or fail in epistemic

responsibility.... [F]or the intellectually virtuous, self knowledge is as important as, and

indeed complementary to, knowledge of the world. To achieve it, one must presumably,

be good at introspection." (Code, 57) Therefore, not only must one be self aware, one

111Ust be competent at introspection. It must thus be important for agents to know that

they can and do know. Kant also stresses the importance of self consciousness when he

states that

Self consciousness which, while generating the represented 'I think' (a
representation which must be capable of accompanying all other
representations, and which in all consciousness is one and the same]
cannot itselfbe accompanied by any further representation. The unity of
this apperception I likewise entitle the transcendental unity of self
consciousness. (Kant, B132)

For Kant one is self conscious in all of one's thoughts. That is to say, self consciousness

accompanies all of our of Inodes of thought, which must include our beliefs. Hence,

introspection of our beliefs only makes sense in light of the fact that we are self conscious

entities.

However, according to Code, this misses the "primacy of practical action for

human beings." (Code, III ) That is, Kant overlooks the activity of persons in their
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attelnpt to be self conscious and introspective. She declares that"a study of the nature

and the role of individual cognitive agents as selves and as members of knowing

C0111111unities promises to offer a more adequate understanding of the conditions that

make knowledge possible than is achievable in attempts to Iormulate pure, formal

principles of knowledge, as Kant does." (Code, 100) Thus, what is needed is to

understand the community and situations knowers are engaged in to better understand

what a knower is and thus to better know the circumstances necessary that allow the

possibility of knowledge acquisition.

Persons as Social Beings

Our experience is of a changing and developing community in which we are

knowledge participants. We attempt to gain knowledge and we attempt to relay

knowledge but we do so in a social and historical context. Code proclaims that

"affective, social , and historical 'location' are integral parts of cognitive activity; and there

is no neutral observation point from which this evaluative process can be undertaken, for

all would-be knowers, epistemologists among them, are subject to the same constraints."

(Code, 113) Therefore, the classical passive observer or ideal knower who sits outside

and supposedly can judge affairs without bias is a flawed conception because a knower 's

'location' is essential for all knowledge acquisition. These locations allow us to develop

based in the accumulation of knowledge generated by years of prior experience and

learning. Knowers know only through their locations. That is, what knowers know is
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regulated by their socio-historical context. Code explains that "Clearly there are factors

in a person 's nature, and in the environment and epistemic community where cognitive

endeavors take place, that have crucial bearing upon the form intellectual virtue can

take." (Code, 61 ) The social nature of human existence is thus relevant to our knowledge

acquisition .

We have already discussed the importance of sources of knowledge and testimony

in our locations; however, testimony opens up a broader notion of consensus. Code states

that "since it is only possible rationally, to create a world that fits into a broader social

context (in all but one's most private acti ons), the relevance of consensus to acceptance

and j usti fication of knowledge claims is apparent. Consensus thus viewed is one

condition for establishing that something is true." (Code, 114)

Co nsensus is only possible if agents are honorable, can agree .. and possess

integrity. Code states .. "the success of the entire cognitive enterprise is dependent upon

omethin g like an honorable and cooperative, if tacit, agreement between information

urveyors and know ledge seekers." (Code, 65-66) Agents are required to be intellectually

honor able in thei r dealings with other agents, they must have fide lity to the unspoken

contract between a knower and knowledge seeker.

Code ' s distinguishes between what makes an agent and what makes a good agent.

Both biological and social factors determine agency. For Code, it is only persons who are

aware or their ac tiv e cognitive lives , yet, it is the communities the persons engage in that

~ h ape the act ion of their cognition and their beliefs. After the stress is placed on persons
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as knowers, there is a necessary attribution of characteristics such as wisdom or prudence

to persons who attempt to know well which can only be judged based in the knower ' s

location. For Code these are intellectual virtues that one develops ov er the course of

one ' s cognitive life. It is the development, awareness, and want of these virtues that

sust ain the success of the knowledge seeking enterprise.

Problems

If one attempts to draw from a position certain points that are 110t explicitly m ade ,

one 111ay overstep one' s boundaries and say too much. Ho wever, with an analysis lik e

Clifford ' s that often merely hints, one is forced to draw out POi11tS for consideration. The

lack of explicit discussion surrounding agency in Clifford poses problem s. He does, of

course, say how one ought to act in order to inquire well but he is less clear on "who" it is

that ought to inquire well. It is somewhat problematic to suggest that one inquire well

without explici tly placing qualifications on the "who " it is that ought to inquire well.

That is. Clifford's analysis deals wi th the characteristics of an ideal observ er without

direct ly involving the ch aracter .

Code. however, is precise on "who" is epistemically responsible. However, the

roblern she faces is the separation she must make between an epistemi c agent and the

moral agent. Although th is part of her analysis is 110t explicit. she implies that

requiren1ent s of ep istemic agents are " lik e" but not identical with the requirements of

1110ral agents. Th is implication is necessary un less she chooses to separate the age nt from
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her responsibility, which she simply cannot maintain cons idering that her position

depends on the responsibilities faced by persons who inquire.

If she admits the above claim then I can find no concrete distinction between a

1110ral agent and an epistemic agent and charge Code with creating a distinction that has

no difference. Both agents, functionally, require the same awareness and understandings

and both types of agents must essentially share and exhibit identical virtues. Her

distinction between moral and epistemic responsibility is flawed , not only due to the

failure to explain the analogy between the epistemic and the moral , but because a

responsible active inquiring agent must have moral virtues, such as trust, which cannot be

emptied of their moral content.

11 Impression of Agen cy

Between Code and Clifford, we are granted a look at what an epistemic agent is

and we can begin to understand what is meant by epistemic agency. There are four basic

features that are attributable to an epistemic agent.

The first quality we note is that an epistemic agent must have the freedom and

possibility to acquire beliefs and knowledge. This feature of episternic agency allows us

to state that agents are authors of their beliefs and activel y pursue knowledge. This

f ature states that only certain types of entities can be agents , namely, persons . If we

allow that persons are knowers and believers, we must also allow the importance of the

human aspect to knowi ng and believing. Thus , only perso ns can be deemed epistemically
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irresponsible. This forces the second quality of epistemic agency . If agents are people

who know and believe then we must say that an attribute of epistemic agency is

a\vareness.

Awareness includes many things, as we have seen in both Clifford and Code. We

note both agree that self consciousness and introspection are necessary for agency. This

includes but is not limited to the awareness an agent must have in her role specific

COlTIlnitlnents within a community. Thus, she must also be aware of the roles of other,

maybe even better informed, sources of knowledge in her community. Therefore, an

agent must be aware of the community in which she engages. To be epistemically

responsible requires one to engage with sources and also requires introspection with

regard to what we have learned through testimony, presupposing awareness of our

engagement within the community, Thus , the second element of epistemic agency leads

into the third.

If an epistemic agent is to be aware of her community, she must participate in that

C0111nl11n ity. Commitment and engagement in a community and in the community of

knowers must be both known to the would be knower and known to others in that

~ 0111 111 11 n i ty . This is because engagement within a project leads to commitment to the

project. Clifford ' s shipowner was deemed irresponsible because he neglected his role and

C0111111itnlent to his projects.
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If engagement in a project implies commitment to the project, then commitment

itself mu st reveal a type of social bond10 within the community at large and within the

conlillunity of knowers. A bond here must be viewed not as a contract entered into by

hunlans bu t a recognition of their commitment to know. Persons take up the project of

kno\vledge by believing. Once one decides to accumulate knowl edge by believing and

addresses other sources of knowledge one enters into a contract based in one 's

cooperatio ll with these other sources of knowledge in the project of knowledge

acquisition . A bond thus viewed requires essential virtues of an agent including honor,

integrity, and trust.

In my nex t chapter I shall investigate the main features of trust and show the

importance of trust ill knowledge seeking. Further, I will attempt to show that

respons ibility ill the epistemic realm cannot be, as Code suggests , separated from

responsibility in the 1110ral realm. I thus intend to show that trust is a virtue for

knowledge seekers w ithout which know ledge itself might very well be impossible.

Ill I shall discuss the not ion of a bond at leng th in my thi rd chapter.
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Chapter Three:

The Role of Trust in the Ethics of Belief

There is a central moral core to the ethics of belief. In this chapter I will show

that this central 1110ral core is trust. The quality that best describes an intellectually

responsible agent is trust.

We have seen W. K. Clifford state that belief without sufficient evidence is

always wrong and we ought to test all of our beliefs. He states this when he claims "it is

wrong always, everywhere, and for anyone, to believe anything upon insufficient

evidence." (Clifford, 24) and further when he states, "No simplicity of mind, no obscurity

of station. can escape the universal duty of questioning all that we believe." (Clifford, 22)

Thus. if a belief has not been investigated it is morally wrong to hold it. Lorraine Code

argues in Episteln ic Responsibilitv that holding and acquiring beliefs is not an ethic of

belief but an epistemic responsibility. She claims that belief formation is based i11 the

episternic character of an agent. This type of character is analogous to a 1110ral character.

I intend to show that the 1110ral aspect of belief holding, that is, an ethic of belief, is saved

when \ve understand that trust in the process of investigating our beliefs cau only be a

11101'a1 affair. Examples of trust in investigation include trust in testimony, trust in the

results of expe rimentation, and the trust placed in a community of knowers,
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I intend to analyze the work of both Clifford and Code in relation to trust for it is

D1Y contention that both presuppose this important aspect of knowledge but do not fully

inquire into its moral significance. I further intend to show that although Code attempts

to fOlmulate an analogy between moral responsibility and epistemic responsibility, this

analogy is inadequate. This is because she never actually distinguishes between the two

realms. Indeed, the reader finds himself constantly asking: how is this an analogy? Thus,

I argue that Code creates a distinction without a difference when contrasting moral

elements with epistemic elements.

Introduction and Intent

Clifford and Code hold similar notions concerning how our beliefs are to be

investigated. Both claim there are methods of investigation that we must perform for our

beliefs to be established. The establishment of beliefs can be seen as a form of epistemic

justification. Therefore, both Code and Clifford affirm a notion of reliabilism. The main

proponent of reliabilism is Ernest Sosa. We are given the main requirement for

justification by Sosa when he states, "According to the reliabilist, the main requirement

for epistemic justification is roughly that a beliefbe produced or caused in a way o~ via a

process that makes it objectively likely that the belief is true. SUCll a mode of belief

production is thus a reliable source of true beliefs." (Sosa, 25) The idea of belief

production necessarily presupposes reliance on others; belief production is never done

alone.
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Both Clifford and Code claim that within the process of belief formation there is a

distinctive relationship between knowledge seekers and knowledge donors. Knowledge

donors are expected to transmit coherent and explainable knowledge to knowledge

seekers. That is, knowledge is given and shared in knowledge acquisition. Knowledge in

this vein of giving and receiving can thus be seen as a gift. This notion of a gift giving

comn1unity of knowers is apparent when Clifford suggests that beliefs are common

prope11y and are "an heirloom, which every succeeding generation inherits as a precious

deposit." (Clifford, 21) I would suggest that if this is the case then there must be some

form of coherence in knowledge networked through individual minds allied in social

coherence. The essential interconnectedness of knowledge is best explained by the giving

and receiving of knowledge through the structure ofa community.

Let us say briefly that the task of science is to describe and explain the
physical world, or more generally, to develop an integrated body of theory
that can account for the facts, and predict them. Even suc11 a brief
prospectus points toward several reasons why ideas might be treated as
gifts, the first being that the task of assembling a mass of disparate facts
into a coherent whole clearly lies beyond the powers of a single mind or
even a single generation. All such broad intellectual undertakings call for
a community of scholars, one in which each individual thinker can be
awash in the ideas of his comrades so that a sort of"group rnind" develops,
one that is capable of cognitive tasks beyond the powers of any single
person. The commerce of ideas - donated, accepted (or rejected),
integrated - constitutes the thinking of such a mind. (Hyde, 80)

The giving of the gift of knowledge requires an intricate network of dealings

within the knowing relationship. This network of dealings pivots around three types of

trust inherent to the relationship. First, we have the relationship between knowledge
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provid er and knowledge seeker, in which a provider gives knowledge to the seeker. If the

kllO\vledge provider or donor gives, then the knowledge seeker receives. Second, we

shall see that one is responsible for one's judgments about how one gains information

(through investigation and testimony) and thus how one uses that information. Trusting

our infor111at ion is necessary, for as we shall see, reliance on sources of knowledge is

rarely enough for justification and rarely enough to fall under the heading of knowledge.

Trust is C0111nlUl1al. Knowledge is shared as a commonable commodity or as

COll1111011 property. We shall see that the function the community serves is regulatory.

That is, the community serves as a filter by way of publicity.

~ 4u sting our Sources: The Importance of Veracity and Promise Keeping

The first relationship we must look at is the relationship between knowledge

donors unci knowledge seekers. As mentioned this involves the responsibilities the

i~no \\ 'lecige pro 'ider has to the knowledge seeker. Essentiall y, the knowledge provider

i11L st be a perso n of veracity. That is, she must be honest and trustworthy.

.~ ~ trusrworthy person feels obligated to keep her promises . to be true to her word,

.c: with nom iitv. and to ensure that other knowledge donor s are doing the same. To

undersu nu the notion of trust we can first examine the notion of promises. To see the

il ipo riancc of promises in examining trust we look to David Hume when he declares ,

;1\Vhell a man says he promises anything. he in effect expresses a resolution of

)("or'O rI l l Ing n: and along with that, by maki ng use ofthis jornz otvords, subjects himself
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to the penalty of never being trusted again in case of failure." (Hum e, 574 ,1985) When

one proIllises any thing, one states that one has an obligat ion to keep that promise. A

broken promise re veals that one cannot be trusted and whoever makes a promise assumes

that if Olle breaks a promise one cannot be trusted again . Annette Baier 's explanation of

HUIlle is en lightening :

In his famous account of what a promise (and a contract) involves, Hume
strong ly implies that it is an artificially contrived and secured case of
111utual trust. The penalty to which a promisor subj ects himself in
pro m ising, he says is that of "never being trusted again ill case of failure. "
The prob lem which the artifice of promise solves is a generally
disadvantageous "want of mutual confidence and security." It is plausible
to construe the offer whose acceptance counts as acceptance of a contract
or a promise as at least implicitly including an invitation to trust. Part of
what m akes promises the special thing they are, and the philosophically
intriguing thing they are, is that w e can at will accept this sort of invitati on
to trust. (Baier, 245_ 1985)

\\-hen ~1 dono r of know ledge promises anything at all. she is fundam entally inviting us to

.rust her ~ S a donor of know ledge. Assura nce of trust gives seekers an opportunity to

cn ~ age in the comm unity of know ers. TI1US., a promise mad y a donor is the promise to

be trustworrhv so knowledge can be fruitfu l.

~ _ J ' I t ~i ·'ng ' no the heredity of knowledge both imply some form of addit ion to an

.2.' isl ing body orknow ledge. A good word to use for this hered ity is sincerity. The word

' l l1CCr C 1S
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derived from the Latin word sincerus and first meant exactly what the
Latin word means its literal use - clean, or sound'! or pure. One spoke of
since re wine not in a metaphorical sense, in the 1110dem fashion of
desc ribing the taste of wine by attributing some moral quality to it, but
simply to mean that it had not been adulterated. To speak of sincere
doctrine, or the sincere religion, or the sincere Gospel, was to say that it
had not been tampered with, or falsified , or corrupte d. (Trilling, 12-13)

In relation to a donor of knowledge we expect such a donor to give us knowledge

that is uncorrupted. Trudy Govier, in Social Trust, states that a donor must be self

conscious in her expertise and thus be pure in her dealings with seekers:

To acquire knowledge from experts, we 111USt believ e what they say, and to
do this we must trust them. It is not enough to aSSU111e the theoretical
compet ence of an expert: we must trust him or her to be a person of
integ rity, with good judgement. The trustworthy expert must have enough
self-consciousness to be aware of tile limits of her expertise and must
resist the temptation to make confident pronouncements about matters on
which she does not have secure knowledge, She must be honest and
uncorrupted. (Govier, 69)

t3 C l ll ~ honest implies the recognition a donor has for a scekers particular project.

'., \ 'Len ~\ donor accepts her role as donor .. the donor and see .er f re engaged in a bond or

.cil ovvshij n; sed in the recognition that donors of know ledge have had projec ts of

:" .lJ\\'iedg:.: .ic iisition in the past and seekers are engage d in 1 roiects of knowledge

.icuuisu ion ill the present. Thus.. one is honest for the sake of knowledge acqui sition and

.or he sukc l rihe accumulation of knowledge.
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A know ledge donor thus places herself in fellowship with knowledge seekers.

Code has a notion of tacit agreement in epistemic responsibility that is presupposed in the

relationship between knowledge donors and knowledge seekers: "Our sense that it is

reasonable to assume that people will provide accurate information, to the best of their

ability ~ is based on the presumption that there is a general agreement to do so, even where

there is no law involved." (Code, l 79) Code is suggesting that there is a bond that is not

directly stated but that is understood between people who want knowledge and the peopl e

who give knowledge, in the same way that when I make a promise I enter into some form

of arrangement to keep the promise or never be trusted again. She declares that "The

success of the entire cognitive enterprise is dependent upon something like an honorabl e

a id coope 'alive, if tacit.. agreement between information donors and knowledge seekers. "

( ode. ()_-- (16 ) Thus. a presupposition in knowledge ac uisition is this notion of a tacit

~ l g ree 'l1 .ru between knowledge seekers and knowledge donors.

C'l 11111 itment to bonds of obligation in knowledge seeking is thus hO\\1 one is

rcerne rci i: hie. " ccording to Talcott Parsons,

.~ ] establis led state of a social system is a process of complementary
interaction of '\ 0 or 110re individual actors in which each COnfOlTI1S with
the expectations of othe rs ill such a way that alters reactions to ego's
~ c 'ions are positix e sanctions which serve to reinforce his given need
.lispositions and thus to fulfi ll his gi\ en ex oectations. (204-205)

! 1 other \ \ '0 1' 1 s. the social system is such that relationships are beneficial to the parties

engage d in those relationships. Thus . a bond or agreement between donors and seekers

h (, 1. ~ 1 1 1 '- born narues. .~ seeker receives reliable .nowledge and the reliable donor
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ackno\vledges the accumulation of knowledge. The reliability of a donor is judged on the

basis of the donor's history, testimony, experiments, and engagement or acceptance in the

arena of knowers.

What Can a Donor Give?

The responsibility of a donor of knowledge is to j udge what kind of knowledge

she can give . A donor ought not to give or pass on falsehoods. One ought to only give

what one knows, Any other knowledge given is unrel iable and thus the donor is

irresponsi ble. Hopefully, our donors know this , and also know that seekers are in a

delicat e pos ition of dependence and trust. As Pau l Faulkner eloq uently explains:

Insofar as testimony functions to transmit justification, the dependence of
the audie nce upon the expert mus t be construed in epistemic terms. The
acquisition of expert know ledge puts the audience in a position of
epistcmic dependence: the audiences ' s acquisi tion of knowledge is a
consequence of the speake r's expression of knowledge. This epistemic
dependence implies trust since the speaker ' s expression of knowledge is a
matter of good will . The audience is thereby !'uinerable to the speak er ' s
ci cision to express what he knows, (Faulkner. 3: )

{~. ~ i trord ~ dv ises donors of knowl edge to understand that what they say can have

.l irc conscuucnc cs. He also suggests that dono rs of knowledge must understand that they

.uc relied upon as sources of knowledge and that ' -l TO real belief however tri fling and

i·ragnlCl1t ~1r . ' it may seem. is ever truly insignificant. it prepares us to receive mor e of its

l ike. coruirm s those that resembled it befo re. and weakens others." (Clifford, 21)

-l'b , · C !0 1\~\ . \ \' , en one is in a position to advise, one 111uSt know that one ' s advice or
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kno\vledge can and will be passed 011 and that one ought thus to be responsible in what

and how one believes.

Donors Place Seekers on the Path to Investigation

If one is considered a source of knowledge by testimony, this requires a

responsibility of donors of knowledge to be honest simpl y because one kl10WS that one is

in a position in which one is relied upon. It would be shameful of an academic to give

information that she just could 110t have (due to restrictions in her academic background

or basic restrictions of human knowledge) but it would also be in her best interests to not

let seekers believe certain information based on systematically misleading expressions,

attitudes. or beliefs. It is in the interests of donors to not give false information because

her verv credibility can depend on the success of the seeker.

Tesrimonv can be raugh t with difficulties . .A prob lem wit h testimony is that once

we rccci . ~ testimony we can classi fy it by way of testimonies we have received in the

past. t \ 'c ~en i to classify a new claim as outrageous when it confli cts with other held

rcstimoru sand vice versa. Thus, a new source is judged based on previous sourc es. Pau l

\ ''1'e recei ve testimony from different sources and testimony to different
topics and we distinguish amongst these sourc s and topics. We might,
for instance, be more likely to believe priests than lawyers, and people
talking about ordinary matters than people talking about extraordinary
matters. Allowi ng that content may be identi fied as a particular topic , and
n: 111ed individuals as particular sources. testimonv could be generical ly
typed in terms of the particularity of its source. topic and comb ination
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thereof. Acceptance might then be explained by our possession of general
beliefs as to the credibility of types of testimony thus distinguished;
credibility being, 011 occasion, directly inferred from these general beliefs.
(Paul Faulkner, 32)

Testinl0ny can also gain plausibility by being repeated:

In addition to our general beliefs as to the credibility of testimony - beliefs
formed prior to the encounter with a given testimony - the encounter of
testimony may provide a reason for acceptance. Thus, and for instance,
initiall y implausible testimony may gain plausibility with its telling. Such
encounter may then instil the belief that this testi171011)", identified
demonstratively, is credible. (Paul Faulkner, 32)

.L\. believer will belie ve friendly testimony based on prior beliefs. When confronted with

this testimony they will believe it, 110t necessarily based i11 anything relevant to the

testimony. but because they have these prior beliefs.

To avoid or reduce errors, a donor of knowledge ought to foster the spirit of

investigatio n into the claims that are made by the donor himself Thus, a donor can

honestly place a seeker on a path towards acceptance of the donor's claims. This allows

donors the abili ty to be consistently credib le becau se their testimo ny is not relied upon

\ \ ' i thout investi gation (or as we sha ll see the possibi lity of investigation) and investigation

would be the logical conclusion to testimony. However. we can ask: why would we place

lU I' trust in sources of knowledge in the first place if vie are required to test their claims

~l l1 _ ' \\ ' JY? v\iC shall see that this question is answered when we look at the notion of

xcrifi carion round in Clifford.
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Seel{ and Ye Shall Find: Searching with Trust, The Honesty of a Seeker

The knowledge seeker faces the responsibility to be trustworthy. The seeker is

episten1ically dependent on other better informed sources whom she trusts to point her in

the right dire ction in her inquiry. The knowledge seeker must place a great deal of trust

in the kno \vledge donor. "Kno wledge based on what other people tell us presupposes

trusting other people . Accepting evidence from others is reasonable only to the extent that

\ve regard them as reliable, competent, and sincere. And this is to say that it is reasonable

only to the extent that we trust them." (Govier, 51)

The question that faces any would be seeker is: what am I to believe? We kno w

that Cli fford will sugge st we investigate and test all of our beliefs. This implies that I

11lUSt care about what I am told and about what I tell others. Clifford states:

Habit ual want of care about what I be lieve leads to habitual want of care in
others about the truth of what is told to TIle. Men speak the truth to one
another when each reveres the truth in his own mind and in the other ' s
mind : but how shall my friend revere the truth in Illy mind when I myself
am careles s about it.. when I believe things because I want to believe them .
an ecause hey are comforting and pleasant? (Clifford, 23)

in order TO cherish the truth and to be respon sible presupposes that I am careful in

in )" thoughts. I bel ieve things because they are so and not because 1want them to be. It is

our duiv lo r Clifford to find evide nce in favor of or against our beliefs and abandon or

r 'yj sc them i 11 te .ms of that evid ence.

(~l i rrord seen]inglv, therefore, condemns the notion 0 f testimony. He suggest s

ih.u tcsum onv (. lone is never enough : ··We have no right to be ievc a thing true beca use
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everybod y says so, unless there are good grounds for believing that some one person at

least has the means of knowing what is true, and is speaking the truth so far as he knows

it." (Clifford, 31) Clifford is giving us qualifications for the character of a good believer.

Clifford claims that one ought to pass on right belief, and one ought to care about what

one believes because one is in a position to be relied upon. Although Clifford SeeJ11S to

suggest that testimony is irresponsible, the clause "unless there are good grounds for

believing that some one person has at least the means of knowing what is true" qualifies

the notion of testimony by stating that testimony call work if there is somebody who is in

a positi on to know.

Th e pursuit of knowledge requires veracity on the part of the knowledge seeker. It

is the responsib ility of the seeker to ensure that the testimon y she acquires comes from a

trustworthy source who is ill a position to know what she claims. Knowledge seekers can

come to know trust. !orthy sources by understanding \\ hat source is capable of, the

.x ertis c o f th source. the position of the source. the past . perimcnts of the source. and

the overall ~ cceptanc of the source in the community of knowe ·S. In other words,

~ ccording 10 I r ieron O' Hara,

\\/hen we encounter an expert , (or an) pe rson we consider a source), we
need to trust that he is who he says he is. that he has undergone the
requisite quantity of training, and that his expertise will work. This is not
always easy to affirm, so trust is inevitable if ve want expert services. We
nave to trust that the expert possesses the expertise. that he will appl y it
C ~ 'efully and rationall y, and that - in return for his fee - he wi11 appl y the
expertise in our interest, and not in his. (O ' Hara. 161)
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Since we as seekers want our sources to apply their expertise in our interest, it is up to us

to understand how to choose a source. Thus, we must have good judgement and fine-

tuned de cision making skills.

The character of a seeker can determine what it is that she can know. According

to Code ~ ' -~A broadened notion of intellectual virtue will impinge upon and to an extent,

eve n dictate the nature and reasonable scope of acceptable evidence - and justification-

seeking procedures, while shifting focus to encompass the character of the seeker as well

as the nature of the procedures themselves." (Code, 66) Code is stressing that the

character of a seeker call determine justification seeking procedures. I I She calls this a

broadened not ion of intellectual virtue because many philosophies stress the importance

of bracketing the character of the seeker to gain knowledge. Essentially, for Code, the

seeker has an explicit duty to knowledge-seeking that invo lve s attaining specific virtues

of character like having good j udgement; part of this duty is to know \v110m they consider

to be ~ so urce of know ledge. 12 Fo r Code, it is the duty of a seeke r to investigate not onl y

her own beliefs. but the sources of those belie fs. This is due to the inherent risk involved

in trust. That is. one ought to investigate who one ' s sou rces are to make it 1110re likely

that one -:) so urce is in a pos ition to know, thus, decreasin g the risk inv olved. Although

one can neve r complete ly el iminate the risk that is involved in trusting sources one can be

i I\Ve can see more of the ro le that personal character plays in know ledge for Code in he r
discussion of gender in What Can She Ktl0\V, or Rheto rical Spaces.

~ .~ ccor(i 111g io l --'ode. "To bel ieve a speaker is. then. to regard hiIII or her as a source of
k llo \\ · l cd ~ c . " !. l ~ ~ )
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fairly accurate in whom one should not trust, thereby revealing who one can trust. Hence ,

according to Code , "given the centrality of trust, a fundamental task facing would-be

kno\vers at every stage of cognitive life is to learn who can be trusted." (Code, 175) The

prilnary way to learn who can be trusted is to find out if your source is in a position to

know . According to Code, "prominent among my considerations in assessing a

kno\vledge claim is evidence about whether the person at its source is in a position to

kno w ." (Code. 39)

Though seekers and donors of kno wledge presuppose a tacit agreement, seekers

must learn who can be trusted, who their sources are, and if those sources are ill a

posit ion to know the things that they claim. Hence,

When I ask you to tell me something or explain something to me, I assum e
you will repl y ill good faith, giving as accurate an account of your
knowledge as is appropriate to the situation. If I trust my own ability to
assess the boundaries of your knowledge, I may believe you. On the basis
of what you tell me , I can claim knowledge in tU I11~ particularly if it is a
specific piece of information such as the opening of the bank or the score
in a football game. (Code,173-174)

The l'es~ ansi ' ility is the seeker 's in determining vh ther what donors say can be

trusted b: s ci ~ n the seeker's knowl edge of the donors c tar: cter. Thus, even though

donors h: \ 'e specific duties to keep promises.. seekers have duties to what they believe

I ascd on their knowledge of where those beliefs come from. Code states:

To · elicve that you are (or that JOh11 is) be ievable, hence thar the
knowledge you impart can be taken as such, I must make ajust estimation
of your episternic "qualifications," part icularly when I ask you more than
the score in a footba ll game. The onus of j usti fication, therefore., is at least
..is much upon the validity of my knowledge abo ut you (and about mysel f)
,-i s it is upon Illy claim to know p, because YOLl have told me. (Code. 174)
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Thus, the notion of trust reaches beyond the notion of trusting sources to trusting

ourselves and our judgement about our sources of knowledge. What this does according

to Code is put 111e in a reasonable position to know. Code states that "what has taken

place be twee n us (my asking you about X) puts me in a reasonable position to claim that I

know . It does not provide a guarantee that I know that I know." (Code, 174) One could

appro xinl ate a guarantee for knowledge by conducting a test for the claim itself.

However. there may be claims that we just cannot test due to our inability, lack of

knowledge, or some other incompetency. However, its important to note that being in a

reason able position to know requires interdependence between knowledge seekers and

know ledge donors:

Scientists themselves 111USt rely heavily for their facts upon the authority
they acknowledze in their fellow scientists. Thev use the results of.. '-" ..
sciences other than their own and of other scientists in different areas of
their own field, results they may feel neither called upon nor competent to
test for themselves. Already the picture of a complex network of
interdependence is becoming clearer. For this interdependence to be
workable.. there must be a tacit basis of trust c nd trustworthiness . (Code.
_30)

-i he poiru is not tnat only scientists or othe r "experts" can be in a position to know. Even

<cienusts rciv on fellow scientists, which implies that experts rely on the same type of

.csu monv ('S . ervbody else . Testimony is thus important for knowledge, keeping in

111ind that icstimonv requires essential duties of donors to keep promises and essential

duties or' seck Jrs to use their j udgements about sources well.
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Beyond Testimony

Aside from the ability to determine in what a reliable source consists, we must

also go beyond the source to test the claims the source makes . There are many limitations

to testinlony. According to Faulkner, the disposition and context of the speaker can

deternli ne the trust we place in her:

Central to the contextual judgement of testimony is the contextual
judgement of a speaker 's credibility. Thus, and paradigmatically, we may
be swayed by our perception of a speaker as sincere. A finn handshake
and warm smile may be our reason for accepting \\ hat a stranger says. The
testimonial encounter 111ay thereby instil the belief that this speaker,
identified demonstratively, is credible. Further, psychological evidence
suggests that such contextual judgement of character will generally preside
over the contextual judgement of the estimonial situation as a whole.
Since action renders the actor silent, we tend to explain actions - such as
an act of telling- through the attribution of dispositions to the actor. (Paul
Faulkner, 32. )

Hence. seekers can be swayed by the context in which we find our sources. Faulkner

gi\\~'s us the example of a firm handshake and warm smile that could possibly cloud our

. udgcn eru. \\/ e may be unaware of contextual elements that letcrm ine our judgements of

.rcdinii i rv . -hus _it is 111y contention that seekers . to be tru ly responsible for the claim s

~ l c_· . uu:c or the beliefs they hold . must be in a position to t st the claims they belie ve.

.-\.n '. there fo re .

Our belief in any proposition should be proportioned to the evidence upon
wh ich it rests . By this. it must of course be understood that each
individual should proportion his belief to the evidence which is accessib le
to himself (Step hen. 103)
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If 'vve can go beyond the reliance on testimony to the investigation of a belief or claim

then we ought to. If we ought to go beyond testimony to the investigation of a claim , is

the trust we place in sources of knowledge in testimony un warranted? The importance of

sources is the first step in investigation. I have shown that a source places us on the way

to knowledge.

Cl ifford suggests that testimony alone is 110t adequate for a seeker. He gives us a

speci fie example in which the people of a specific country accuse the teachers of that

country of being bad teachers. A social group is formed and this group accuse the

teachers publicly and ruin their lives. A commission is formed to actually look at the

accusations this group made about the teachers. The commission finds that not only were

the teache rs innocent of the crimes but the evidence to prove that innocence was easily

obtained. Clifford state s:

After these disclosures the inhabitants of that country looked upon the
members of the agitating socie ty, not only as persons whose judgement
was to be distrusted but also as not longer '-0 be counted honorable men .
For although they had sincere ly and "consc ientiously' believed in the
charges they made. yet they had no right to believe on such evidenc e as
was efore them. Their sincere convict ions. instead of being honestl y
earned by patie nt inquiring, were stolen by listening to the voice of
t rej udice and passion. (Clifford, 20)

'This C.'~ 111)le shows us that donors of knowledge are trusted to investigate the claims

the\. III akC. ' eL I think this example can sh0 \ V us that see cers too share that

responsibili tv of investigation. How could the lives of these teachers be ruined ifp eop le

did not be ieve the social group who made those accusation s? I think this example tells

u- th.u. not onlv should we trust donors to know that the claims they make are relied upon
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and that they are trusted because they should be in a position to know, we should also be

prepared to investigate the claims we are led to believe.

Investigation is the next logical step in being responsible . We are responsible for

our j udgements about our sources but we are also responsible for testing those claims

when \ve can. We shall see that Clifford's notion states that what is important is holding

clai ms and accepting them when claims l1ave the possibility of being tested.

Clifford's main claim is that one must believe on the evidence granted through

our investigations :

Every man who has accepted the statement from somebody else, without
himself testing and verifying it, is out of court; his word is worth nothing
at all. And when we get back at last to the true birth and beginning of the
statement, two serious questions must be disposed of in regard to him who
firs t made it: was he mistaken in thinking that he knew about this matter,
or vas he lying? (Clifford, 31)

The primary duty we have is to investigate. We trust the method of investigation itself to

vieId resul ts t hat estabIi sh a belie f. In 1ight 0 f thoseresults 0 r that evidence we must

abandon or revise our beliefs. Cl ifford states :

I f the bel ief has be en accepted on insufficient evidence, the pleasure is a
SIO en one. i ot onl y does it deceive ourse lves y giv ing us a sense of

ower w hich w e do not really possess. bu t it is sinful., because it is stol en
on efiance of our duty to mankin d. That dut y is to guard ourselves from
sue 1 beliefs as from a pestilence, whic h may short ly master our own body
~ nd the n spread to the rest of the to\V11 . (Clifford. _3)
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Our duty to mankind is to believe in regard to the available evidence and avoid testimony

alone. For Clifford, verification is the ideal of investigation. 13 That is, according to

Cliffo rd, one ought only to believe another if the claims they mak e can be verified. He

states , "The goodness and greatness of a man do not justify us in accepting a belief upon

the warra nt of his authority, unless there are reasonable grounds for supposing that he

knew the truth of what he was saying. And there can be no grounds for supposing that a

man knows that which we, without ceasing to be men, could not be supposed to verify."

(Clifford, 29 )

Cli fford suggests that an honest source of knowledge makes claims that can be

verifled. We should note further that we are upset if those claims cannot be verified.

Thus, according to Clifford, we ought to trust those sources of knowledge that make , and

know they make. verifiable claims . A source of knowledge, to be considered a source

must also know this about being a source of knowledge and this is w hy I claim that

donors ought to ensure that w e test the claims that those donors make.

Ho \\-ev .r. th re is still an element of testimony that suggests we never need to test

t re la ims donors 1 ake. What 's needed for Clifford is the possibility of verification.

e li fford states:

I 11 av never actuall y verify it, or even see any experiment which goes
towards verifying it; but still I have quite reason enough to j ustify 111e in
believing that the verification is within the reac 1 ofhuman appliances and

;-~ O f course there ~ re ~ lternatives to verification that stress the importance of trust in
iestimonv such as Sosa ~ s reliability or Code' s epistemic res onsibility. However, as we
shall see. the logic ( r my argument works better if I use Cliffords specific notion of
verifi cati011.
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powers, and in particular that it has been actually performed by my
informant. His result, the belief to which he has been led by his inquiries,
is valid 110t only for himselfbut for others ; it is watched and tested by
those who are working in the same ground , and who know that no greater
service can be rendered to science than the purification of accepted results
from the errors which may have crept into them. It is in this way that the
result becomes common property, a right object of belief, which is a social
affair and matter of public business. Thus it is to be observed that his
authority is valid because there are those who question it and verify it.
(Clifford, 29-30)

Henc e ~ altho ugh claims may go untested by the seeker of knowledge, the ability to be

tested is what is at stake. Therefore, an honest sourc e of knowledge makes claims that

have the abil ity to be verified. We trust that others in the field know the claims of Illy

source of knowledge and they know that my source has tested the claim. Thus, there

seems to be a form of social activity ill the notion of testing intellectual integrity.

This form of verification is called 'weak verification ' and is contrasted with

another f 0 1111 aptly designated ' strong verification.' Both 1'0 1111 S can be found in A. J.

:\ ye r ~ s book entitled Language. Truth. and Logic. In it Ayer argues that weak verification

allows pro] ositions to be meaningful when the possibility of their verification is present.

Strong 'crincation states that propositions are only meaningful when they are verified.

The distincuon is necessary to point out because strong verification is self defeating.

That is. stron g verification cannot itselfbe verified and thus fails the criterion of meaning

it itself suggests is necessary. However, weak verification allows the possibility of its

0 \ \ ' 11 verifi e: lion and thus avoids the self defeating aspect of strong verification.
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Weak veri fication is necessary for this notion of trus tworthiness in Clifford for it

allows us to suggest that we can indeed trust sources of knowledge independent of our

specific investigation because the claim has become common property. Clifford states:

Our words, our phrases, our fOnTIS and process and modes of thought, are
common property, fashioned and perfected from age to age; an heirloom,
which every succeeding generation inherits as a precious deposit and a
sacred trust, to be handed to the next one , not unchanged, but enlarged and
purified, with some clear marks of its proper handiwork. Into this , for
good or ill , is woven every belief of every man who has speech of his
fellows. An awful privilege and an awful responsibility, that we should
help to create the world in which posterity will live. (Clifford, 21)

Claims beco me open with the notion of weak verification ill the court of knowledge by

having the cha racteristic of possibly being verified.

Trustins Established Methods

To be trustworthy, a responsible agent requir es us to trust the methods of

invest igation themselves. If we can go beyond reliance on testimony to experimentation,

\\'e must be al le to see that investigation itself infers that we trust the methods of

invcstigu ion . Thi s is what Clifford is refe rring to when he iescribes know ledge as a

product 0 f our heritage because if we assume that know ledge is a product within our

C0 111111u lliry. he nethods of investigation necessary for know ledge must also therefore

~ ro\v \vi th the co111 mU11 i ty.

!t is unwise to assume that investigation is done alone. Acco rding to Trudy

Govier. the notion of active researc h presupposes a reliance on other better informed
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indi viduals. This in turn presupposes trusting the integrity of those individuals and thus

creating a network of individuals engaged in investigation. She states:

On most topics, similarly, most people are non-experts who depend on
experts for many of their beliefs. We can check some claims and reports

made by other people, but only by relying on the claims and reports of still

other people. In fact, dependence on the testimony of others is

unavoidable even for specialists. Expertise is based on training and
theoretical study, and both are based on the experience and knowledge
accumulated by others. Active research in the quest for new conclusions is

based on the results and theories of other people. Questions and
hypotheses emerge from work done by other scholars, thus presuming in a
general way scholarly or scientific integrity and competence. (Govier, 54)

In turn, w e trust that if we follow an established test or experiment, the results of that

experiment will themselves become established.

Govier continues to suggest, as I do, that a necessary attribute of a responsible

seeker is tr us t placed in herself. S11e states:

From this comes the notion that we must trust o ur judgement of the trusted
methodology. A quite different argument for general trust in the word of
others is based on our attitudes to ourselves as generally reliable observers
and interpreters of the world. As individuals we generally presume that
we can sense and feel and tell what we have ex perienced, that we can
recall and interpret w hat we have undergone and com m unicate it in a
moderately accurate way to others. We have to do this to function at all.
Som e self trust is needed for stable thought. Trusting ourselves, we regard
o ur ex periences, beliefs, and judgements as havi ng some intrinsic merit .
\Ve re gard ourselves as credible and reliab le obse rvers and actors in the
world. (Govier, 65)

Even tho ugh I suggest that ex perim ents themselves can grow com m unally, we must be

SIncere eno ugh to revise or abandon our beliefs based in the res ul ts of tests. \Ve must

trust o ur res u lts ind ependent of how we feel toward those resu lts. Our judgement and

trustw orthiness is necessary for after invest igation, we have the pos sibility of becoming
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kno\vledge donors. That is, with results come the transmission of results and the trust of

seekers place on us to transmit those results in a responsible manner. For anyone to be

deemed intellectually responsible they must test their beliefs and not tum their backs on

the results of their tests. Once we know a thing we may be in a position in which we are

relied upon to honestly transmit that knowledge.

Any knowledge seeker relies on sources; however, any knowledge donor also

relies on sources. Having a community of knowledge seekers and donors established or

having a network of people who share the same intellectual project allows donors and

seeke rs to rely 011 each other. "Any plan that involves two or more people working

together. from cooking Christmas dinner to assembling a bookcase to building an oil rig ,

demands mut ual trust in each other's capacity and inclination to do thejob." (O'Hara, 13)

Therefore, there is an aspect of community or shared projects that must be

addressed because mutual trust is necessary for any part icu lar project involving more than

one person.

Jl he e?llj a ory unction of the Community

The re '- re duties we have towards others and there are duties we have towards

ourselves . These latter duties, such as promise keeping, can be seen as \ irtues. The

-i rtue ott rust I would suggest only makes sense in relation to a soc ial context. In Franci s

Fukuvamu S leo .t . Trust: The Social Virtues and the Creation of Prosperitv_ we see that
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this notion of social virtue is necessary for the discovery and promotion of our individual

virtues. Fukuyama declares :

Among the cultural habits that constitute virtues, not all contribute to the
formation of social capital. Some can be exercised by indi viduals acting
alone, while others - 'in particular, reciprocal trust - emerge only in a social
context. The social virtues, including honesty, reliability, cooperativeness ,
and a sense of duty to others, are critical for incubating the individual
ones. (Fukuyama, 43)

Fuku yamas famous example is called "lean manufacturing." This is an example of

mutual trust at work in a Toyota factor:

TIle essence of lean manufacturing is the creation of an extremely taut and
frag ile manufacturing system that can be easily disrupted by problems
anywhere along the line from supply to final assembly. Inventories are
kept at a minimal level , and each worker has a cord at his workstation by
wh ich he can bring the entire production line to a halt ifhe sees a problem .
If a worker pu lls his cord or if a supplier fails to pro vide the product on the
exact schedule expected, the entire assembly like operation grinds to a
halt. The very fragility of the lean manufacturing process acts as an
info rm ation feedback loop that tells the wo rke rs of production engineers
when there is a problem . (Fukuyama, 260)

Tbc e:.ample of 1 (: 11 manufacturing shox 'S the high trust of workers in the plant required

for the smooth flow of the assembly line. This system works wel l only ifcoop eration and

11 1gh tru st are set in place between workers . I would suggest this is a great example of the

trus t we fine in a community of knowers in which the flow of know ledge depends on

coope r: l 1011 and high trust between seekers and don ors.

Th ro ughout the dis cussion of the relationship between knowledg e donors and

know ledge seekers. I have consistentl y assumed in the bac kground of this examination a
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comm unity of knowers that are engaged in open discussion. Code will argue that what is

necess ary is that the claims of know ledge donors and seekers are open to public criticism :

" It is on e mark of a free society that this mutual criticism can exi st." (Code, 236)

Therefor e, w ha t is necessary for responsible belief is to understand there is a relationship

of trust between know ledge seekers and knowledge donors. This relationship occurs in a

comm unity of knowledge seekers and knowledge donors ill which

Knowledge claims are rarely made by persons who stand alone, separated
from the ir past and the past of their community, face to face with an
ex perience that m ust be assimilated "cold." Efforts to know are part of
human lives, lived in communities with histories. Claims to know must
not onl y be tru e to the experience currently demanding explanation but
111USt also find a place in a complex network of established products of
cogni tive endeavors. Coherence, too , is a persistent ideal. (Code, 139)

Code is claiming, as I am, that w e must trust the community of knowers to make claims

public because what we claim must fit into the existing bo dy of established knowledge.

O ur c la:ms to know are based on established knowledge and co uld not have arisen

without the comm unity of established knowledge.

Code 's con cl usion is that trust is necessary for membership in a kn owing

com m uni1v :

To sustain this trust is a prim ary cognitive imperative : it is a condition of
viable membership in an epistemic community. In fact the very
possibility of ep istemic life is dependent upon int ricate networks of shared
trust. This basic trust is a tenuous and fragile construct, tacit and implicit
though it may be. It is alw ays op en to vio lation by the very things that
create and sus tain it: belief in other people, confidence that much of what
they tell us can be taken at face value , reliance upon our ability to ass ess
their credibility. People are fallible, credulous, and deceitful. (Code , 173)
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Thus, although trust is necessary, it forces our duty to be careful and be responsible. I

would further claim that Code advises we investigate our beliefs when we can. Code's

notion of testimony based in a community of knowers, who are interdependent upon each

other, may be the first fundamental step in that investigation.

The trust we place in donors of knowledge independent from the tests we make

only occurs because the claims they make are filtered by the community of knowers. The

publicity of the claim is what is at stake and we trust donors of knowledge because we

trust this public forum. Thus, we trust sources of knowledge because they have proven

themselves trustworthy in this public forum. Furthermore, the community functions as a

perfection or purification device that 11l01ds knowledge from age to age. Hence, not onl y

do we trust the openness of common property to ensure credibility and integrity, but we

a lso trust it to ensure the success of knowledge in future generations .

C lifford adv ises we trust on ly those sources of knowl edge who know they are

rel ied upon. I hav e also shown that for Clifford we must trust that our sources of

k now ledge are in a position to know the c laim s they make and we must trust that donors

~ dvo catc j nv estigation. We l11USt a lso trust the meth od of investigation itself. This in

turn 1 resupposes w e trust our so urces to make claims that have th e possibility of

verifica tion . Furthermore, the possibility of verification presupposes that we trust a

comm unity or knowe rs to make claim s public for the refinement of knowledge and for

the integrity of o ur sources. For Cl ifford verification is done by the idea of common

property.
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In the notion of trust , we can further see that a community presents itsel f as an

arena of testability in which an idea or belief can be checked. T11is notion of checking

with the C0111111unity has many names. A simple example in academia is peer review.

O'Hara gives us a nice explanation of peer review when he states:

One way of steering between the horns of this dilemma (being in a
position to confirm yourself and being in a position where we have to trust
experts) is the method ofpeer review. In this traditional method, which
began, and is still most prevalent in the field of science, a scientist is
j udged by his peers, i.e. similarly qualified persons who , unlike a
randomly chosen member of the general public, are able to understand the
issues involved in her performance, and therefore properly assess its
quality. (O 'Hara, 162)

The condition of common property is its publicity and repeatability in a public forum.

Therefore, evidence is made available to any who choose to investigate and not just those

in a parti cular field. We may find that we trust those who know more than we do in any

particu lar field and we see that other people in that particular field review each other ' s

work. However. that never means the evidence is available only to them .

r e trust exemplars ill any specific field , within this comm unity of knowers, to

already and consistently show or have shown veracity as knowledge donors. What makes

an exemplar in any specific field is one's ability to investigate well, which presupposes

the integrity of one 's investigations because of one' s trustworthiness as knowledge

seekers. We are upset as we use the public arena, when a trusted exemplar in such a

community fabricates information or is in some other way insincere. We note , however.

that trustworthy exemp lars allow the possibility for their beliefs to be proven likewise,
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and we are suspicious of those who claim to be knowledge exemplars who do not allow

thei r wo rk to be made public for public scrutiny.

The community is thus seen as a type of monitor or regulator in which knowledge

of the world and the tests available to arrive at that knowledge are open. Fundamentally,

we trust this kind of community to be open and available independent of who we are . W e

could ca ll this community a type of group mind, in which everyone is treated as you wish

to be treated.
Moralistic trust is a commandment to treat people as if they were
trustworthy. Moralistic trust is the belief that others share your
fundamental moral values and therefore should be treated as you would
wish to be treated by them. What matters is a sense of connection with
others because you see them as members of a community whose interest s
must be taken seriously. (Uslander, 18.)

Belief be comes knowledge only through the regulatory function of the community, and

belief holders necessarily trust the community to aid in the possible verification or

falsifica tion of that belief. As Hume states:

Wh en each individual perceives the same sense of interest in all his
fellows , he imm ediately performs his part of any contract, as being assur 'd
that they will not be wanting in theirs. All of them, by concert, ente r in a
schem e of actions , calculated for common benefit, and agree to be true to
their word; nor is there any thing requisite to form this concert or
convention, but that every one have a sense of interest in the faithfu l
fulfilling of engagements, and express that sense to other members of the
society. This immediately causes that interest to operate upon them; and
interes t is the fi rst obligation to the performance of promises. (Hume,
574- 5)
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Conclusion

We have seen that in order for testimony to be considered valid, there must be a

central moral implication in the relationship between sources and those who rely on them.

It is my contention that the moral virtue of trust adequately describes the implication of

testimony. It has been show that sources ought to be trustworthy because it is to their

advantage to be so. Furthermore, sources ought to be trustworthy for trustworthiness

fosters knowl edge. Sources ought to be sincere in their dealings with seekers and

therefore ought to make claims that can be verified, which places seekers on the path to

verify the claims of their source.

Seekers too have an obligation to trust. For a seeker~ the risk involved is great for

a complete reliance on donors puts a seeker in a relationship of dependence. TilUS, it Illy

contention that a seeker ought to, when she can , investigate the beliefs that are important

to her. Furthermore, she can only investigate based in established tests. Thus, a seeker

implicitly must r lyon and trust the established testing methods . Hence, it is my claim

th: 1 a seeker ught to be trustworthy enough to revise or abcndon her beliefs in light of

ih J evidcnc .

It is also Illy argument that the relationship betwee n donors and seekers can only

be .ruit ful in engagement with a community. The publicity of the community allows

claims to be open end criticized. Thus, the function of the community is regulatory. That

is. the comrnu tiry filters claims and can show us \VhO n1 we ought to or ought not to trust.
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Chapter Four:

Criticisms and Concluding Remarks

'vV ith in knowledge acquisition and belief formation there is a central moral core in

all of our responsibilities, including intellectual responsibilities. Lorraine Code, however,

thinks that 1110ral responsibilities are important but that they are merely analogous to our

intellectua l responsibilities. She states, "w e structure our epistemological reasoning on

an ana logy w ith our moral reasoning. " (Code, 48) She gives us many examples of ho w

they are sim ilar (both require testimony, both require honesty, both require others, etc. )

but never any part icular way as to how they are dissimilar. TI1US ~ she makes what is

kno wn as a dist inction without a di fference. A distinction w ithout a difference occurs

\\"11 n one makes a claim that two things are distinct or separate but the error in reasoning

occurs w hen one never shows the reader how those t\VO things are di fferent or separate.

She stat .:' -easoni ng is analog ous to but not identi cal w ith, moral reasoning." (Code .

~ q) He ne :"\ we can see that she is de finite ly drawing a distinctio n. Fu rthermore, she late r

Oi fferent cognitive capacities and epistemic circumstances create
situations where experience is structured, and hence the world is known,
quite d ifferent ly from one cognitive agent to another. Each time a 1110ral
j udgem ent is m ade, then, two parts of a sit uation must be assessed: the
way it is appreh ended and the action that is performed as a result. Th e

form er. the appreh ension, is a matter for epistemological assessment and

the mo ral dimension of the situation is crucial ly dependent upon this
ep istem ic C0111pOne nt. (Code, 69
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Therefore, not only are the two realms separate, the moral realm is dependent on

epistemological aSSeSSITIent. The problem is that she calls this separation, confusingly

enough, ' moral j udgement' and the idea she wants to investigate is that prior to moral

action ther e is epistemological assessment that we are to be held responsible for.

However. she never tells us what the distinction is between the notion of moral reasoning

and epistemological reasoning. Indeed , she uses morally laden terms like virtue and trust.

These term s, for Code, can be applied to epistemological reasoning as well as to moral

reasoning. However, again, with every morally laden term she uses she stresses that the

term. like virtue, is analogous to epistemological reasoning. With virtue she states that

"intellectual virtue increases moral goodness," assuming the whole time her original

distinction. The same is true with trust, of which she states: "this question (whom can we

belie\"e) is about responsibility and trust and is analo gous to questions about

responsibility and trust in moral contexts." (Code, 175) The proble m is that her

discussions of virtue and trust are discussions about virtue and trust in a moral conte xt.

That is to say. 1see no difference between her notions of cpistemic responsibilities and

el i f 'ord ~ s n101'a1 notions of accountability.

!VIy main criticism of VV. 1<.. Clifford flow from his insistence upon testing all that

\ \" C believe. I pro Jose that implicitly Clifford call only be claiming that we test those

beliefs that are important to us. I would suggest that., by his use of examples, the beliefs

ti L t are im »on ant to us inc1ude but are not limited to those beliefs that concern others.

l eiicfs that we are passionate about, and those belie fs that directly involve our trusting
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others. I would also note that Clifford is suggesting that beliefs like the floor will hold

are only considered when we have reason to suspect that the floor will not hold. We do

not have to test this belief every time we walk across our floors. Thus, it seems Clifford

must mean that we should test our belief when we are in doubt and we should test our

beliefs when our conscience dictates.

The next problem I have directly concerns trust. His notion of trust states that we

should never trust a person based on her character alone. He then says that one ought to

trust a person if the source of knowledge has made her claims verifiable in COmITIOn

property. He then claims that this is what makes a person honorable. Thus, he states that

one ought to trust a person based not on her supposed character but on her actual

character. The problem arises in our knowledge of the source of knowledge. To call a

pe rson a source of knowledge presupposes we trust that she makes claims verifiable,

wh ich is the reason why she are honorable. Thus, it does 110t seem coherent to suggest

that we ought no t to trust a source of knowledge based 011 her character when it is her

ch aracte r. or her trustworthiness , which makes her a source of know ledge. My solution

to this 1robl m is that to call a person a source of knowl edge does presuppose we trust

he r. placing ourselves in a position of dependence where the ris k of failure is great.

However. we trust her because of her past achievements and feel assured that \\ e are in a

good po siti on to know, thus, ne ver guaranteeing that what w e know is certain. Her past

achievements are what makes her trustworthy to us and are impl icit in her character.
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The issue of trust leads to further questions to explore about social and collective

responsibility. If I rely on others and a community, can belief formation really be my

responsibility alone? Surely, if the community regulates belief formation and knowledge

acquisition, then it must be held accountable for the knowledge and belief it regulates. So

an examination of intellectual collective responsibility necessarily follows to show how

individuals are responsible. Yet, such an examination must also show that the regulation

of the community presupposes a type of ethics of belief or responsibility.

One avenue to further explore centers around Rene Descartes. 14 Descartes'

famous investigation into certainty can be seen in two ways in relation to the ethics of

bel ief debate. The outline of the ethics of belief that I have stated here reveals knowledge

to be a ve r . public affair. Descartes' examination centers around a knowing subject.

Th us . one vay that Descartes can be read is to have the completely opposite type of

project. However, the other way that Descartes could be read in relation to the ethics of

belief debate is that Descartes ' introspection was patient and honorab le in that he

bracketed his influences and used reason alone to arr ive at his conclusions. Thus, an

ex am ination of De scartes could be a very interesting topic to address for it seems that he

formed his be iefs honorably without acknowledging the role of the community.

' -+This approach arises from the Atlantic Regional Philosophical Association conference. I
presented a paper entit led "The Role of Trust in the Ethics of Belief. ' I am grateful to
Suma Raj ixa for her quest ions on the project of Descartes.
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